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fr o m t h e e di t o r
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen
According to data provided by the German Federal
Statistical Office, there is an upwards tendency in
the retail trade after several years in the doldrums.
The increase in sales generated in 2015 is supposedly the result of increased consumer confidence
in Germany, and quite a few superlatives are thrown
around in celebrating this upswing: It’s the biggest
sales increase in twenty years; turnover is up by
more than three per cent. But it gets even better,
because this development is expected to continue
in 2016. As the experts explain, the factors that contribute most to the consumers’ willingness to spend
include the very high rate of employment, the
stable situation and the rising wages in the labour
market, and the decrease in energy costs that
lighten the burden on the consumers’ wallet. Sounds
wonderful. However, as always, there are two sides
to a coin. Because, while these figures are impressive, they still pale in comparison to the results generated in the e-commerce segment. The online
trade has been up by as much as nine per cent.
What this means is that only a small percentage of
the overall sales increase has indeed found its way
into the tills of brick and mortar retailers. You don’t
have to be a prophet to predict that this development will also continue throughout the year and
next year as well. But that does not mean that we
should start singing a threnody for the brick and
mortar trade. Even if some concepts from the 'good
old days' aren’t viable anymore, there are many
that still work. And there are lots of examples of
companies prospering in this segment, also in our
market. It may seem like a hackneyed phrase that
the brick and mortar trade will endure, but that’s only
because there is a lot of truth in it. There will always
be consumers who appreciate the shopping experience, the personal advice, the atmosphere, etc.
of an actual store. Showing and emphasising one’s
strengths will be vital in the battle for the consumers,
and that is true in the brick and mortar trade just as

Matthias Poehl
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The original Sqweel was launched in 2009, following the

Right in time for Valentine’s Day, the “Pillow” app will hit the

Lovehoney “Design a Sex Toy“ competition, and it won over

market. Its intention is to help couples achieve greater

many consumers with its novel functional principle. Now,

intimacy. In our interview, Darren Smith explains how exactly

Ray Hayes presents the new Sqweel XT, a clever follow-up

the app works and how technology can help improve

that relies on the same principle, but caters to male users.

relationships.

Page 66

Page 70

Page 104

Page 82
25 years ago, Angel Blitznachky entered the adult market,

'Battle In The Bed' – that’s the top-selling product from

starting his company Flamingo. From such humble

Raspberry Games, a Hungarian company founded in 2009

beginnings arose one of the most well-established adult store

that has specialized in developing, producing, and marke-

chains in Bulgaria. We interviewed Angel, looking back at an

ting adult-themed board games. Since this special products

eventful quarter of a century and also talking about the

group is becoming more and more popular, EAN asked

situation in the Bulgarian adult market.

Hedvig Bartha, the owner of the company, for an interview.

Getting to the top requires a lot of work, as Alain Elmaleh can
confirm. The creator of the Bodispa and Nobu brands spent six
year ˈon the roadˈ as the go-to guy for his customers. But
although it was stressful, he wouldn’t want to miss this
experience for anything in the world, as he explains in the
latest edition of 'Monthly Mayhem'.

Page 128
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Scala Playhouse is in the midst of preparing their big Scala Fair that
will take place on March 13 and 14. There will be numerous highlights
at the show, including the premiere of 'Get Real'. This new product line
was also the main topic when we interviewed Sabine Kirchner, the Marketing
Manager at Scala Playhouse.

Page 74

Erotika Fair in Sao Paulo, Brazil, is undoubtedly one of
the biggest events of its kind in South America. This year,
the trade show takes place for the 23rd time, and EAN
had the opportunity to talk with Evaldo Shiroma, the organizer
of the event. Topics that came up in our interview include
the concept of Erotika Fair and the situation in the Brazilian
adult market.

Page 114
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Lovehoney crowned UK’s
Favourite Lingerie Retailer
P r o ud wi n n er s :

U K L i n ge rie A w a rds

Lo veh on ey' s Li n ger i e Tea m

Bath, England - The votes are in and it’s official, Lovehoney is on top for undies according
to the British public. The company was crowned the UK’s Favourite Lingerie Re tailer at the
UK Lingerie Awards, despite being predominantly known for sex toys.

L

ovehoney beat off stiff competi-

the retailer's lingerie department

been boosted with successful

tion from the likes of Agent

has been booming, and with the

celebrity endorsements from MTV

Provocateur, Debenhams, Tallulah

enormous selection of styles and

stars, Chloe Goodman from Ex On

Lingerie and Victoria’s Secret, and

sizes, it's not tricky to see why. Love-

The Beach and Marnie Simpson

more than 4000 votes were cast to

honey's super-sexy basques, baby-

from Geordie Shore. In December,

determine the winner.

dolls and bras have caught the

Lovehoney also launched LHM, its

Designer,

attention of women across the

first, own-brand range of male

Heather Mercer, said: “We are ab-

country, with most items receiving

underwear. Lovehoney’s Lingerie

solutely thrilled to have been na-

top marks by independent revie-

Category Manager, Gemma Pes-

med the UK’s Favourite Lingerie Re-

wers. Lingerie sales are up 47%

tel, said: “We're especially excited

tailer. Even though Lovehoney has

year on year, with growth set to

to win this award because it was

not always been known for lingerie

continue. In 2014, Lovehoney laun-

voted for by the public. Love-

this is all changing, and with the

ched its own lingerie brand and,

honey's customers are fantastic

launch of our own lingerie brand,

one year on, Lovehoney Lingerie is

and we're so pleased that they're

Lovehoney Lingerie, there are exci-

now the best-selling lingerie brand

responding to our investment in

ting things to come!”

on Lovehoney's website. It has been

Lovehoney Lingerie and third party

Around a third of Lovehoney's sales

designed for women of all shapes

brands. We've got some big plans

come from lingerie. In the past year,

and sizes go from 6-24. Sales have

for 2016 - watch this space!”

Lovehoney’s

Lingerie

Kama Sutra - Gift sets for any occasion
ijchen, The Netherlands -

it’s a romantic gift for a partner, a

to try several Kama Sutra products.

Kama Sutra offers a range of

gift for a friend’s birthday or even a

The best gifts for mother’s day are

gift sets for any occasion. Whether

thoughtful gift for mother’s day:

the Massage Tranquillity Kit, this kit

Kama Sutra’s gift sets are a

contains massage oils in different

pleasure to give, or receive.

scents. Secondly, the sexy sampler

W

kit, as the name says this kit offers
The gift sets offer a selection

different sample of the Kama Sutra

of

finest

product. Third, the love lights kit, this

products and there’s enough

kit contains three candles with

to choose from. The gift sets

different scents. Last but not least is

contain small sized or

the sweetheart kit, this set shows

full sized products and

love and contains of several Kama

are a great opportunity

Sutra products.

Kama

The g ift se ts o f f e r a se le ctio n
of K a ma Sutr a’s f in e st pr o ducts

Sutra’s
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Ignite your Flare this winter
LU Z b y T O YJO Y
Almere, The Netherlands - Ignite your Flare this winter and enjoy its sensational skills that
will literally make you glow with pleasure! The innovative Flare double tipped vibrator from
the LUZ by TOYJOY collection is a must-have design for consumers who crave some extra
fun in the dark!

I

t is now ready to order at Scala Playhouse! The Flare

The luxurious purple packaging of the Flare vibrator

– just one of the amazing designs from the LUZ by

opens from two sides and is stylishly closed with a

TOYJOY range - is a unique double stimulating vibrator

built-in magnet. On the inside your consumer will

with 7 thrilling settings. This chic, sensational design is

find the storytelling about LUZ by TOYJOY and the

made of premium, soft touch silicone and has two

colored lights with the related vibration settings,

separate vibrating tips. The dual-motored Flare is

such as “ravishing red”, “tempting turquoise” and

USB-rechargeable

included),

“gorgeous green”. The high quality packaging can

waterproof and features a chic multi-colored LED

also be used a safe keepsake box for the Flare

ambiance with various lighting options.

pleasure provider!

(charging

cord

Bdesired Deluxe Pearl
was a top-seller in 2015

L

os Angeles, USA - According to B Swish, the Bdesired

Deluxe Pearl personal massager proved to be a top

seller in 2015 for the boutique brand. Barney, B Swish’s
in-house educator suggests, “With a rippled silicone
shaft that warms quickly to your body’s temperature,
slide the thick and softly rounded head across your
body for full coverage stimulation. Use the intuitive red
back lit controls to cycle through all 6 powerful functions
to find the intensity and speed that satisfies you.”
The Bdesired Deluxe Pearl can be used for solo stimulation and for couple’s play as well. As a member of
B Swish’s Deluxe Line of personal massagers, the Bdesired
Deluxe Pearl arrives in
sleek

packaging

and is available in
three vibrant colors,
including Royal Purple,
Rose and Jade. A velvety pouch is
also included, perfect for storage
and travel.
The Bdes ired D el ux e Pea rl can be use d
f o r s ol o s t imu l a t ion a nd for c ou ple ’s play as w e ll

09
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b-Vibe made its U.S. debut in January
T h e R i mmin g Plug
Los Angeles, US A - The new brand, headed by industr y vet Alicia Sinclair, enters the pleasure
p r o d u c t s m a r ke t p l a c e w i t h s ex u a l w e l l n e s s - m i n d e d d e s i g n c o n c e p t s a n d c o n t e m p o r a r y
b r a n d i n g a n d m a r ke t i n g . T h e R i m m i n g P l u g i s b -V i b e ’ s f i r s t p r o d u c t — t h e w a t e r p r o o f
remote control vibrating plug offers features never before seen on the market.
t is the first premium plug to

functionality, USB cord rechargeability

Sexologists. “I feel that there is a gap

incorporate rotating beads

and an included storage case, the

between the sexology and educator

for a rimming sensation and

b-Vibe Rimming Plug wants to fill a

community and the development

void within the anal toy category.

and manufacturing of sex products,”

I

T he Ri m m ing Pl ug c a t ers t o fa ns

tip

vibration

for

o f o r a l s timu l a t ion of t he a nus

orgasmic stimula-

“The b-Vibe Rimming Plug features all

Sinclair said, “I personally felt like I didn’t

tion. The Rimming Plug caters to fans

of the bells and whistles of a high-end

have enough information after being

of oral stimulation of the anus, aka

pleasure product — patented design,

in industry 10-plus years and that it

analingus, and the company reports

certified safety, a rechargeable lithium

was important to become better edu-

that it’s more popular than one would

battery and the remote control works

cated. When marketing and selling

think. “The highest level of nerve

from up to 30 feet away. The included

sexual products you should know how

endings is at the entry of the anus,”

travel case adds value and the hard

those products work with a person’s

Sinclair said. “The idea was to create

box packaging is eye-catching and

body,” Sinclair continued. “Sex edu-

something to stimulate that exact

durable — both of which are irresisti-

cation is essential.”

area. In addition to nerve endings,

ble to consumers,” Sinclair said.

In her new role as director of b-Vibe,

pleasure from anal play occurs due

“Everything from the design to the

Sinclair will oversee the product

to the shared wall between the anus

branding and packaging was all very

development of future products and

and the prostate for males and

well thought out.”

create the company’s branding and
marketing initiatives. “I do everything

vagina/G-Spot for females. Its design
combines the best of both worlds

Sinclair’s passion for sex education

from helping design the product’s

pleasuring from the inside-out - it’s like

comes after 10 years in the industry.

shape and testing its strength to

a bullet inside a rabbit, the perfect

She’s now a certified sexpert and

deciding what sizes and colors we

combination to amp up anal play.”

clinical sexologist, earning her qualifi-

offer. I also help develop the product

With features such as remote control

cations from the World Association of

videos and all of the messaging.”

Make your lingerie irresistible!
lmere, The Netherlands - Make

with delicacy and give it

your lingerie even more alluring

a

A

delicious

fragrant

with the irresistible Dona by JO

touch. The product is

Lingerie Washes. These aphrodisiac

specially formulated for

and pheromone infused products

intimate apparel, leaving

are the perfect up-sell items to any

it feeling soft and fresh. The Lingerie

JO Lingerie Wash is part of the Entice

lingerie purchase! They are now

Wash is available at Scala Playhouse

collection. The products in this range

ready to order at Scala Playhouse!

in three lovely scents: Flirty (Blushing

allow lovers to set the mood and

The Dona by JO Lingerie Wash is the

Berry), Sassy (Tropical Tease) and

transform their body and surrounding

perfect choice to treat your lingerie

Naughty (Sinful Spring). The Dona by

into a romantic getaway.
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Three new MALESATION
Sets now available
S&T Rubber
Wadgassen, Ger many - ST Rubber now offers
three new sets with different anal toys. All
products are made of silicone without phthalate, easy to clean and waterproof. Ever y set
comes with a pouch for storage:
• The MALSATION Anal Starter Set with a Silicone Classic
Plug, Anal Beads and an Anal Douche
• The MALESATION Prostata Massage Set contains a
P-Spot Massager, the Black Pearl Rings and an
Anal Douche
• The MALESATION Premium Anal Set combines all items
of the other two sets

Kiiroo – $100 FREE video content
included with every ONYX
imbourne, England - The Kiiroo Onyx is a sensational

W

step forward in teledildonics and customers have loved

pushing the boundaries of partner play with this unique
cyberdildonic male masturbator. ABS Holdings is now including
a voucher for $100’s worth of FREE video content with the
purchase of every Kiiroo Onyx.
This extra video content allows the user to add more visual
impact to the Onyx experience, whether using it as a standalone masturbator or with the Kiiroo Pearl. The Onyx is created
to receive data from the Pearl vibrator and can also send
data to another Onyx masturbator for amazing same sex
play. This toy is perfect for long
distance

play

and

with

added video content, it gives
a complete experience that
really engages the senses.

11
A B S i s now inc l u ding a vou c her for $ 1 00’s w o r th o f
F RE E vid eo c ont ent wit h t he purc hase o f e v e r y On yx
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Eropartner Distribution adds Lush by
Lovense
A s m a rt p ho n e c o n t ro lle d bulle t vibra t o r
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands -

Lu s h i s a s m a r t p h o n e a n d s m a r t w a t c h c o n t r o l l e d b u l l e t

vibrator. It's designed for solo play, discreet public play and long distance couples. The
hardware is power f ul, but nearly silent when inser ted, and the antenna is fully optimized
making it possible to control the bullet from up to 9 meter.

ut the Lovense app enables a partner to take control

B

from any distance. Also it is possible to create,

download and share as many vibration patterns as you
like, and to send an existing pattern or instantly create one
for your partner to enjoy or to sync the vibrations to your
favorite music. Also if both the user and partner have a

Er o par tne r has adde d
Lo v e nse ’s Lush to its offer i n g

toy, they can take turns with live control or playing patterns,
but both will feel the vibrations simultaneously. Lush can

also be sound activated; the app will use the smartphone's
microphone and vibrate based on the sounds around
the user. All messages and other content are encrypted
and sent directly. Meaning that nothing passes through
the servers, thereby respecting the user’s privacy and keeping the data transfers safe from hackers. "We're happy to
see Eropartner Distribution add Lush to their offerings. Our
team spent nearly a year on product development,
ensuring Lush stands out from other wearable bluetooth
vibrators in terms of hardware functionality and software
features. With Eropartner Distribution helping us educate
retailers on what makes it unique, we expect Lush to do
very well in the European market!", says Lovense’s Eddy
Olivares. Elcke Wieffering, Head of Purchasing at Eropartner
Distribution explains, “We are already carrying the Nora,
the first waterproof Bluetooth rabbit vibrator, and Max, a
high-tech male masturbator, by Lovense, and the products
have been a hit with our retail partners. The products are
of high quality, beautifully packaged, easy to use and
competitively priced. We expect favourable results with
Lush as well”.
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Go on an anal
adventure with TOYJOY
A na l Pl a y C o l l e c t i on
Almere, The Netherlands - In the mood for a
sensational anal adventure? The TOYJOY Anal
Play collection by TOYJOY Classics is your
per fect side-kick for a naughty session of
backdoor exploration. Stock up on the Bubble
Butt Player plugs and accessorize with some
quality TOYJOY Anal lube to make your intimate
jour ney of discover y go even smoother!
he Bubble Butt Player from the TOYJOY Anal Play range

T

comes is a smooth, great quality butt plug that comes in

four different sizes: the Starter is a great plug at entry-level,
perfect for lovers who wants to start exploring the world of
Anal Play. The Advanced is suited for lovers who already have
anal experience, but want to take it a step further. The Expert
is, as its name suggests, suited for lovers with a great
knowledge of anal pleasure. The Pro, the largest in the range
of Bubble Butt Player plugs, is not for the faint-hearted and
provides maximum anal stimulation. All the Bubble Butt plugs
– available in the colors black and purple - are made of a
100% pure silicone and feel smooth to touch. Just lube them
up and you’re good to go. Speaking of lubing them up…
The brand new TOYJOY Drugstore Anal Lubricant is the perfect
accessory to your Bubble Butt Player plug! This lube is an
essential choice in sexual wellness for all consumers engaging
in anal play. The extra thick, high-quality product is made of
premium ingredients to ensure a sensational long-lasting glide
and plenty of slippery backdoor fun. The Anal Lubricant comes
in a sleek, non-intimidating packaging, allowing for
mainstream in-store presentation. The TOYJOY Drugstore Anal
Lube is high quality, yet has a very attractive price-tag:
making it the perfect up-sell item along with any of TOYJOY
Anal Play toys!

13
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Europe’s most important
trade fair for the erotic
industry
• Only for trade members
• Free admittance for
registered trade
members
• In-depth conversations in
a relaxed atmosphere
• International and marketrelevant exhibitors

• Bus shuttle to the
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• Catering service for
your customers included
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Get ready to feel the pleasurable G-Force!
S c a l a Pla yho us e
Almere, The Netherlands - Scala Playhouse now stocks four brilliant new designs by quality
s u p p l i e r F u n To y s , t h e i n n o v a t i v e b r a n d b e h i n d t h e b e s t - s e l l i n g G -V i b e a n d G v i b e ² .
The new items – the Gballs², the Gplug, the Gring and the Gjack – are now ready to order!

he Gballs² is an incredible smart

touch to the skin, combined with lust-

kegel training set, comprising of

ful vibrations. The rechargeable Gring

soft silicone coated kegel balls with

has a double function: it can also

a special Bluetooth 4.0 technology,

act as a remote control for your other

along with a special downloadable

Fun Toys products, like the sexy

T

app that acts as a personal coach.

geable butt plug with a quiet, yet

Gplug. Last, but certainly not least,

The Gballs² design is perfect for con-

powerful motor. Its six vibration

the Gjack is a large, rechargeable

sumers who wish to track their

modes are operated by intuitive con-

vibrator with a luxurious chrome-look

progress, or need some extra assis-

trols and the plug is 100% waterproof.

handle and pleasurably curved

tance; the app features 6 compre-

Made of premium silicone, it is body-

silhouette. It boasts 6 vibrations

hensive training courses and daily

safe, silky and smooth. The Gring is a

speeds and is made of state-of-the-

targets for extra motivation. Working

clever finger vibe with thrilling power.

art Bioskin material, which – accor-

out has never been so pleasurable!

Made of the same premium silicone,

ding to Fun Toys – is 'the most realistic

The Gplug is an innovative rechar-

it delivers a pleasurable smooth

toy's material ever created.'

CalExotics donated $18,689 to charity
os Angeles, USA - CalExotics said

loved all our new products, packa-

pular Papillon Massager. The com-

that it brought it all together with

ging and marketing support. They

pany has expanded its partnership

marketing, branding and philan-

were especially captivated with our

with a complete line of female-

thropic endeavors at the Adult

Living Beyond Breast Cancer part-

centric products, Inspire. Inspire is

Novelty Manufacturers Expo, ANME.

nership and new line of products.

designed to help positively affect

“ANME was a complete success.

This organization continues to touch

the overall well-being and health

Our customers and show attendees

the lives of so many people. It is an

of women with a portion of the

L

L i v i n g Beyond Brea s t C a nc er is a non pr o f it o r gan izatio n
d e dic a t ed t o c onnec t ing t hos e a ff e cte d by br e ast can ce r

honor to be a part of it

proceeds

and

customers

cause. Living Beyond Breast Cancer

want to join in for such

is a nonprofit organization dedica-

a worthy cause,” says

ted to connecting those affected

Susan Colvin, Founder

by breast cancer with trusted infor-

and CEO of CalExotics.

mation and a community of

CalExotics and Living

support. CalExotics kicked off the

Beyond Breast Cancer,

show with the Inspire collection,

LBBC, have been part-

culminating with a portion of their

ners for nearly 10 years,

show sales being donated to LBBC,

beginning with the po-

amounting to a whopping $18,689.

our

16
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Eropartner Distribution is now stocking
new Mystim products
7 ne w art ic le s
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropar tner Distribution has added new Mystim products,
including Hector, a bipolar e-stim butt plug, Pubic Enemy, a cock cage with e-stim function,
two Spencer’s wheel and three new E-stim vibrators. Hector is a bipolar e-stim butt plug
with a steel helix body.
ts distinctive grooves provide

under the penis shaft the user can

the shaft, with 8 different programs

intense anal stimulation and are

be treated to tingles, twitches or

and 5 different intensity levels. In

made of hand polished medical

pulsations in the intensity desired.

addition, the E-stim vibes have a

grade aluminum and available in

The length of Pubic Enemy No 2 can

training program to strengthen the

sizes S and L. The Extra Spiny Spen-

be individually adjusted in 4 lengths

muscles in your pelvic floor. The

cer, a monopolar e-stim toy with

and the diameter in 6 different steps

rechargeable vibes are all comple-

small wheels that provide gentle to

and is available in gold and silver.

tely watertight and made of medi-

intense stimulation to all body parts,

Each cock cage comes with an

cal-grade platinum silicone. A fully

impresses with over 100

elegant storage case which offers

charged E-stim vibe will run for at

spikes spread on 5

enough space for the wide range

least 3 hours. “We have been carry-

I

E r o pa r t n e r s ees g rowing
d e m a n d f o r M ys t im produc t s

wheels made from

of accessories and a detailed

ing the Mystim collection for a while

steel. Also available is

instruction manual in 6 languages.

now, and we have seen an increa-

the Spiny Spencer, a

Electric Eric, Sizzling Simon and Trick-

sing demand for the products. We

one-wheel pinwheel.

ling Truman are the first and only

know for a fact that our retail part-

Both toys are made of

E-Stim Vibes that have you enjoy

ners have been looking forward to

100 % surgical stainless

both vibration and electrical stimu-

expand their offering with the new

steel. The Pubic Enemy No

lation at once, without the need for

Mystim products, and we are

2 is Mystim's cock cage with

a nerve stimulator kit, as these vibes

excited about introducing these

e-stim function. With the

can vibrate, tingle and pulsate all

new products to them”, explains

urethral sound and its 3 con-

on their own. Each has two vibration

Mischa Heins, Account Manager at

ducting surfaces, left, right and

motors: one in the tip and one in

Eropartner Distribution.

Can he fill it? Yes he can! - Bob the Blower
ave you already met Bob the

it? Yes he can! The Bob the Blower

preference. This lucrative design

Blower? This fun and thrilling

by TOYJOY Classics is a vibrating

comes in the well-known TOYJOY

inflatable dildo is now ready to order

inflatable dildo designed for playful

Classics milk carton packaging,

at Scala Playhouse. Get introduced

pleasure. This exciting design is made

perfect for a trendy in-store display.

to Bob today and marvel at his

of quality Latex and ABS. The design

Bob the Blower is just one of the

special skills. Can Bob the Blower fill

can be increased or decreased in

newest additions to the fun TOYJOY

size with the handheld pump and

Classics range. This collection of

release valve. It features thrilling

affordable, trendy and humorous

multispeed vibrations and can be

designs has been a firm favorite

custom pumped to your own

among international consumers.

H
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Eropartner Distribution adds new B Swish
products to ts offering
B c h a rme d, B fit & B fille d
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropar tner Distribution announces that it has picked up the
newest products of L.A.-based B Swish: Bcharmed, a silicone 5-function waterproof, massaging
ring, Bfit, body-safe silicone love balls, and Bfilled, a 5-Function, wireless waterproof plug.

T

he Bcharmed Classic massaging

unobtrusive base. The Bfilled Classic

ring is ideal for couples play and

Unleashed is made from nonporous,

made of body-safe silicone with a

body-safe PU coated ABS plastic –

powerful 5-function waterproof motor

making it easy to clean and versatile

and is designed to fit all men

when it comes to choosing lubri-

perfectly. The Bcharmed Classic is

cants. A wireless remote is included,

waterproof and perfect for the bath

which is lit up by a white light for easy

or shower. The removable motor also

play in the dark, or hand off to a part-

makes easy clean-up possible.

ner for unexpected pleasure in

Bcharmed Classic comes in three

Er o par tne r has e xpan de d its

private or in public. Bfilled Classic

colors, Merlot, Albert Blue and Classic

asso r tme nt o f B Sw ish pr o ducts

Unleashed comes with a storage

Black, and with batteries included.

weighted silicone ball, or combine

pouch and is available in 3 fun colors

The Bfit Classic Love balls include sin-

both balls for a total of 48g. The Bfit

including Cobalt, Rose and Black.

gle and dual soft and flexible body-

Classic comes in three colors, Classic

“The new products arrive in eye-

safe silicone harnesses, along with

Rose, Azure and Classic Black, is

catching

two petit interchangeable silky-

waterproof and perfect for the bath

perfectly suitable for in-store presen-

smooth silicone love balls. Find the

or shower. Bfilled is a 5-Function,

tation as it displays easily, thus making

routine that works best, by using either

wireless waterproof massaging plug,

a great visual impact”, says Elcke

thoughtfully designed with a tapered

Wieffering, Head of Purchasing at

tip that’s ideal for beginners and an

Eropartner Distribution.

the

single

24g

packaging,

and

are

Leg Avenue presents
new lingerie collection

W

ijchen, The Netherlands - Leg Avenue releases a new lingerie
collection, which the company describes as the “most feminine”

on the market. The new collection contains different styles such as bra
and panty sets, teddy’s baby dolls, and body stockings.
“We already saw the ‘Urban Chic’ character in Leg Avenue’s previous
fall/holiday collection and this collection is no different. It answers
the ‘Sex and the City’ need of women,” the company announced.
“All styles have a naughty and elegance touch, perfect for every
modern woman.”
The ne w co lle ctio n co n tains dif f e r e n t sty le s such as br a an d p a n t y s et s ,
b a by do lls, and bo dy sto ckings

20
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Jimmyjane unveils the new LIVE SEXY Line
of INTRO Vibrators
F o u r b at t e ry-o p e ra t e d vibra t o rs
San Francisco, US A - Jimmyjane is pleased to introduce LIVE
SEXY, a complete line of moder n, user-friendly vibrators that
invites consumers of ever y experience level to enjoy Jimmyjane. LIVE SEXY is built on the foundation of Jimmyjane’s
award-winning vibrator innovations. They offer some of consumers’ favorite FORMs and
features, in a more simplistic presentation, offered at an approachable price point. The
LIVE SEXY Line of Intro vibrators are designed to create a more accessible option to
Jimmyjane pleasure for both novice and experienced users, alike.
IVE SEXY includes four “Intro”

which each have three speeds and

and bring the joy of Jimmyjane into

vibrators. Intro vibrators are

three vibration patterns.

bedrooms everywhere.”

battery-operated versions of Jimmy-

“We felt there was an opportunity to

“We invest a lot in designing each

jane’s award-winning designs for the

use what we have learned and all

item for Jimmyjane. To be able to

consumer looking for quality items

of our customer feedback to create

take this R&D process and leverage it

in the mid-tier price range. All of the

a line that was more approachable

into a mid-tier line is lending the pre-

vibrators are waterproof, battery

in price, yet still kept some of the

mium design model for an entry-level

operated, made with body-safe,

most sought after features of our top

product. The consumer is the one that

phthalate-free silicone and come

products,” said Robert Rheaume,

wins,” stated Peter Caropelo, VP of

with a one-year warranty. Jimmyjane

President of Jimmyjane. “We are

Creative Development at Jimmyjane.

looked to their proven, top-selling

really proud of this line, and really

LIVE SEXY line of INTRO vibrators come

shapes and forms for the Intro line,

excited to broaden our audience

in Pink, Purple and Blue.

L

SPHERESPECS arrives at Eropartner Distribution
smartphones and offers you the

The competitive price point of SPHE-

possibility of getting a 3D vision plus a

RESPECS makes the headset an ex-

360° view. SPHERESPECS Fits within the

cellent beginners model. Compatible

trend of Virtual Reality with various,

with Android and iOS with 4.7-6 inch

both adult and mainstream, studios

smart phones with length <154mm

and production companies releasing

and width <82mm, SPHERESPECS

special VR content. With SPHERESPECS

can be used to view movies, when

you can experience the awesome

gaming or to view adult content.

waagdijk, The Netherlands - Ero-

Z

feeling of diving inside a movie or

SPHERESPECS offers possibilities for

partner Distribution is proud to

picture and really being inside there.

upsell to retailers. The end consumers

announce that it has partnered up

You can see all around you, just like in

can

with SPHERESPECS to bring their virtual

real life. Take a five minute break and

interactive Porn with SPHERESPECS,

reality headset to Europe. The

visit your favorite city, or take a walk

together with a masturbator of vibrator

SPHERESPECS headset is made for

on the (virtual) beach.

of choice.

SPHERESPECS will retail for € 34.95 and is exclusively
available through Eropartner Distribution

22
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Scala Playhouse is going all out for its
Extravaganza Scala Fair
13 t h & 14t h Ma rc h
Almere, The Netherlands - On the 13th and 14th of March the Scala Playhouse showroom
in Almere will be transfor med into a mysterious ‘Extravaganza’ Scala Fair. The theme allows
Scala Playhouse to go all out and add an opulent touch to the festivities.

T

he upcoming Scala Fair on

brands as third-party names.

the 13th and 14th of March

As with every Scala Fair, Scala

once again promises to be a

Playhouse is hosting many

must-visit event! Scala Play-

representatives from your

house is going all out with

favorite brands. This is a

the mysterious Extravaganza

chance to get one-on-one

theme, reflected in not just the

advice

about

products,

marketing and maximizing

showroom decorations, but
also some extravagant offers and

tainment, hospitality and prizes, you

your sales potential from the people

deals! On both fair days, the show-

are also able to bag yourself some

who know best.

room is open from 9am to 6pm;

deals in the Cash & Carry. During

Scala Playhouse about the fair: “Of

with the same opening times appli-

the upcoming Extravaganza Scala

course there are many more

cable to the famous Cash & Carry.

Fair, Scala Playhouse will also intro-

reasons why you should visit the

duce various new brands in its as-

upcoming Extravaganza Scala Fair

What can you expect from the

sortment. They have a new in-house

on the 13th and 14th of March, but

Extravaganza Scala Fair? As always

brand that will be officially revealed,

we can’t reveal all the exciting

Scala Playhouse wants to take care

which Scala Playhouse expects to

details yet. All we can say is: visit the

of its visitors, lavishing them with its

be a big hit. Scala Playhouse will

fair and find out the opulent surprises

hospitality to ensure they have the

also present various new designs in

that ‘Extravaganza’ has in store for

best time possible. Besides enter-

existing collections, both for its own

you. We hope to see you there!”

Shots America wins the award for Best New Pleasure
Company Of The Year
anta Clarita, USA

gala was held across every facet of

Pleasure Company Of The Year is a

- Shots America

the

movie

major reward for all the hard work

LLC took home the

productions, pleasure products,

and effort that Ruben Deitz and

award for “Best new

technology and retail.

Oscar Heijnen plus their respective

S

adult

industry,

like

teams have put in,” the company

Pleasure Company
of the Year” after

Shots America LLC opened in July

stated. Almost 550 new products

being nominated in

2015. “In more than 6 months’ time

divided over 11 brands were intro-

9 different catego-

the

put

duced in one go during an in-house

ries. On the 15th of

thoroughly on the adult map in the

trade show, held by Shots America

January, the annual

Americas! The award for Best New

from the 7th till the 12th of January.

company

has

24
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XR Brands debuts Night Stick & Hammer
Sex Tool by Tom of Finland
Highly anticipated pleasure tool offers powerful stimulation in a hardcore shape
Huntington Beach, US A – XR Brands has officially unveiled the Tom of Finland Night Stick
and Hammer, a power f ul vibrating sex tool with interchangeable silicone heads for multifunction pleasure. Inspired by Tom of Finland’s signature erotic scenarios, the Night Stick
and Hammer makes it easy for fans to recreate their favorite scenes while incorporating
exciting stimulation into any sexual experience.
he Tom of Finland Night Stick and

the right amount of rigidity for hard-

hammer shapes were two of many

Hammer is a stick-shaped stimula-

core players. “The Tom of Finland

recurring props found in of Tom of Fin-

tor equipped with two solid

Night Stick and Hammer has been

land’s work, which featured characters

heads for unique sensations,

one of our most anticipated new

in hyper-masculine cultural roles,

each made of smooth and

releases and we’re so excited to finally

including construction workers, police

body-safe silicone in a striking

ship this very special stimulator to our

officers, and other hardcore authority

matte grey color. The Night

customers,” XR Brands Director of

figures. The fantasy can now become

Stick head is cylindrical and

Sales & Marketing Rebecca Weinberg

a stimulating reality thanks to the tool’s

features firm ribbing perfect for

said. “As with every item in the Tom of

body-safe construction, thoughtful

teasing foreplay and intense

Finland Pleasure Tools collection, this

design, and multifunction vibrating

insertion while the Hammer

unique design was created with the

motor. “Tom of Finland’s body of work

head features the telltale face and

support of and endorsement from the

epitomized the ultimate Tom of

claw of the classic construction tool,

Tom of Finland Foundation to assure

Finland

both ideal for applying firm pressure

it falls in line with the historic artist’s ero-

proudly uninhibited, sexually free, and

and titillating vibration. This interchan-

tic integrity. There’s literally nothing like

incredibly skilled,” Weinberg said. “We

geable vibrating pleasure system

this out there and we’re proud to

know the Night Stick and Hammer will

boasts 12 functions and is made

officially introduce the Tom of Finland

be enjoyed by Tom of Finland fans

entirely of body-safe materials, inclu-

Night Stick and Hammer to the

from around the world in ways we can

ding a unique pure silicone that offers

industry.” The iconic night stick and

only imagine. And we love that!”

T

man:

hyper-masculine,

Every lover needs a Pussy Posse
Pussy Posse Roar is a quality vibrator

naughty clit stimulator that will

designed for playful pleasure. This

make her purr with desire! The Pussy

curved design is made of premium

Posse Purr is an amazing stimulator

ew at Scala Playhouse: the

silicone and easy to operate with

made of premium silicone. The

amazing Pussy Posse mini-

a one-touch button. It features 3

stimulator has two vibrating ears

collection by TOYJOY Classics.

pulsation functions, 1 escalating

that will make any lover roar out of

Each has their own, unique skills,

function and 3 vibration speeds.

ecstasy! The Pussy Posse Purr is easy

but all three of them will take you

The Pussy Posse Growl vibrator is

to operate with a one-touch button

to roaring new pleasurable heights!

nearly identical as the Roar –

and features 3 pulsation functions,

The Pussy Posse by TOYJOY Classics

boasting

1 escalating function and 3 thrilling

consists of three, hot pink vibes. The

settings, but also comes with a

N

the

same

26

stunning

vibration speeds.
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We-Vibe launches Nova by We-Vibe
A ne w i n n o va t ive , e rgo n o mic a lly de s ign e d dua l s t imulator
Ottawa, Canada – We-Vibe announced the introduction of a new innovative dual stimulator,
Nova by We -V ibe. Nova offers the pleasure of tr ue, simultaneous G -spot and clitoral stimulation. The unique design flexes with movement to always stay in contact with the clitoris.
ova by We-Vibe is shipped to We-Vibe

nomic design. Unlike a traditional Rabbit vibrator, that may

authorized distributors since January

lose clitoral contact in use, Nova’s clitoral stimulator flexes

26, 2016 and retails for 134€ /

with thrusting for true simultaneous stimulation. Nova by

£107 MSRP. “We created

We-Vibe rumbles like no other dual stimulator. The easy-to-

N

We-Vibe

use, five-button control allows users to increase or decrease

because women told

the intensity, change modes or turn off either the G-spot or

us that Rabbit vibrators were not delivering on their dual-sti-

clitoral vibration. Nova is rechargeable, body-safe, water-

mulation promise,” said Stephanie Keating, We-Vibe

proof and has 10 preset vibration modes. Retailers can

marketing manager. “We asked 500 women about their

watch a short video to learn how Nova works at we-vi.be/no-

sex toy ownership and usage. And although Rabbits are

vavideo. Nova is compatible with the free We-Connect

the most commonly owned vibrator, Women are not actu-

app, giving consumers even more features when they pair

ally using them.” Nova is truly unique in its innovative, ergo-

the product with their smartphone. With We-Connect they

Nova

by

get touchscreen control, the ability to create custom
vibration modes and they can connect and play with a
partner from anywhere in the world.

Sportsheets debuts growing team and
product lines at 20th Anniversary ANME
untington Beach, USA - The Sportsheets team has

H

wrapped another successful Winter ANME. The 20th

Anniversary of ANME marked the company’s first appearance with the latest industry vets to join the manufacturer’s
ranks, Michael Guilfoyle and Colleen Godin. Booth visitors
saw the Edge Dragon Kiss whip, new Sexperiments pieces,
and Sportsheets Lush Strap-On. “The Lush Strap-On was
created because we had petite consumers buying the
Plus Size Beginner’s Purple Strap-On,” says CEO and Founder
Tom Stewart. “Women of all sizes liked the color and fabric
so much that they were buying it and then modifying to fit
their non- plus-size frame.” Stewart says the latest products
were created with the company’s biggest fans in mind.
The Spo r tshe e ts te am has wr a p p ed a n ot h er
succe ssf ul Win te r AN ME
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JOPEN ignites ANME
J OPE N unveil ed t wo new c ol l e ctio n s,

Op a l & Ca llie

OPAL a nd C ALLIE, on ANM E

Los Angeles, US A – JOPEN gave attendees at the Adult Novelty Manufacturers Expo, ANME,
a new take on high-end adult products for 2016 with all new products and flashy new
displays. JOPEN sets the stage for what will be an amazing year for high-end toys.
usan Colvin, Founder and CEO of

S

beautifully designed with hand-blown

The VANITY Vs4.5, Vs6, Vs18 and Vs19

JOPEN, says, “Over the last year

tempered glass and luxurious, body-

offer everything from teasing ticklers

the JOPEN team has worked hard to

safe silicone. ANME attendees were

to rotating options, and will introduce

bring new products to market that are

in awe of the glass, silicone combi-

a whole new level of design and

thoughtfully designed and come with

nation and are eagerly awaiting its

function with uncompromising quality.

all the features and benefits high-end

release.CALLIE is classically chic with

The VANITY Vs series is made of

shoppers have come to expect from

a touch of elegance. From the ro-

premium silicone, features dual mo-

JOPEN. I truly believe my team has

mantic design to the stunning crystal

tors, are USB rechargeable and come

done some of our finest work and the

adornments, this collection brings in-

with an industry leading one-year war-

responses we received from our

tense pleasure in a variety of beautiful

ranty and ten-year replacement gua-

customers confirmed it.”

shapes and sizes. Four classic styles

rantee. Jackie White, Vice President

JOPEN unveiled two, all new collecti-

are available—Vibrating Dual Massa-

of JOPEN, says, “Our customers loved

ons, OPAL and CALLIE, along with new

ger, Vibrating Mini Massager, Vibrating

the entire package JOPEN had to

styles from its best-selling VANITY col-

Mini Wand and the Vibrating Wand

offer at the show. This includes the

lection. OPAL is an exciting new addi-

are set to hit store shelves this April.

incredible new product and marke-

tion to the JOPEN family offering un-

The special edition VANITY Vs series is

ting support. They felt the full package

paralleled quality with the innovation

designed for intense pleasure with

was really going to help boost sales,

of a vibrating glass massager. OPAL is

seven new and exciting functions.

and I couldn’t agree more.”

ABS Distribution now UK distributor
for The Rabbit Company

One Wand to rule them all!
lmere, The Netherlands - Now ready to

imbourne, England - ABS Holdings has announced

A

that they’re now the UK distributor for The Rabbit

from TOYJOY Designer Edition! This sleek wand massager

Company. The Rabbit Company has over 50 years

generates mind-blowingly powerful vibrations and will thrill

of combined experience in the pleasure product

lovers with its incredible skills. The Wonder Wand Massager is

industry. Every product created by The Rabbit

the latest addition to the TOYJOY Designer Edition collection

Company is made from soft, smooth, body safe

and is predicted to become one of the best selling toys

materials. The easy interface makes their

from this chic range. With its 3 vibration speeds and truly

W

order at Scala Playhouse: the Wonder Wand Massager

products suited for beginners. The company uses

sensational pulsating function, the Wonder Wand Massager

only non-porous, hypoallergenic materials and

generates more power than you could have dreamed off!

feature flexible shafts that ensure a comfortable fit

The ergonomically curved wand its handle is made of qua-

for all women. Each toy has two motors that are in-

lity ABS, while the soft touch head is crafted out of premium

dependently controlled. Their toys are USB rechar-

silicone for maximum comfort and hygiene. The design is

geable with a battery life of up to eight hours. For

easy to operate with a one-touch button and will surely

more details please contact the Sales Team on

blow you away with its elegant look and feel! It is ready to

01202 868 511 or sales@absholdings.com

order in the colors popular purple and intense black.

The Ra b b it C om pany ar e f o cuse d o n
qua l it y prod u c t s t ha t ar e saf e and e f f e ctiv e

30
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Sportsheets earns Soft Bondage
Product/Line of the Year Award
XB IZ A w a rds
Huntington Beach, US A - Af ter President Julie Stewar t was
awarded XBiz's Businesswoman of the Ye ar, the company's
popular

Sexperiments

line

nabbed

Soft

Bondage

Product/Line of the Year in the Pleasure Products categor y
on the XBIZ Awards show.

T h e Sport s heet s t ea m is
s t a rt ing t he New Yea r on a wi n n ing str e ak

e are really proud that

including decorative cuffs, lacey

are now for sale as individual pieces.”

Sexperiments caught the

masks, and silicone Kegel balls and

Stewart and his team pride themsel-

attention of our peers this year,” says

anal beads. The brand has since ex-

ves on keeping their ears to the

International Sales Manager Corrin

panded into jeweled nipple clamps

ground when interacting with retailers

Brubaker. “The team has put a lot of

and new stand-alone items released

and brick-and-mortar customers.

effort into this line, from concept

at the winter 2016 ANME show.

“None of our latest ANME releases

through production. Creating a tra-

“Our Sexperiments kits are compiled

would have been possible without

ditional couples' kit was a continuing

of such stellar products that consu-

the feedback and support we

theme for us with our mission of Kee-

mers have been demanding that

receive from the stores and the

ping Couples Connected, and we've

we sell some of the included items

people who actually use our

gotten great feedback on the quality

separately,” says CEO Tom Stewart.

products,” says Stewart. “This award

and aesthetic.” The Sexperiments line

“The Bling Cuffs, Spreader Bar, and

goes out to our peers and customers

is most well-known for its high-quality

Silicone Anal Beads, formerly availa-

who have helped us stay on top of

bondage and play essentials kits,

ble only within their respective kits,

the market year after year.”

“W

Surrender to Gaya’s divine pleasure
lmere,

A

The

design from this

seduce your consumers with its unique

great

brand.

skills and high quality look and feel. The

to

TOYJOY Designer

Gaya is curved to perfection and is

order at Scala

Edition is the per-

designed to hit all her sweet spots with

Playhouse:

the

fect choice for

divine accuracy. The G-spot vibrator

brand new Gaya

customers who

has a bulbous head and is made of

by TOYJOY Designer Edition. This hea-

desire more: more design, more

premium, soft touch silicone. It features

venly G-spot vibrator has such incredi-

comfort and more fun! The Designer

7 sensational vibration functions and

ble skills that your consumers will have

Edition range has been created with

3 thrilling vibration speeds. It is also

no choice than surrender to this design

the end-user in mind. All the products

waterproof, body-safe and USB-rechar-

its divine pleasure!

are body-safe, easy to operate and

geable (the charging cord is included).

The TOYJOY Designer Edition collection

made of the highest-quality materials.

The Gaya comes in a luxurious, sleek

Netherlands -

Now

ready

black packaging; which can also be

has recently seen the introduction of
various new, luxe pleasure providers.

The Gaya is a heavenly G-spot vibrator

used a keepsake box to keep the toy

The Gaya is the latest, innovative

with a thrilling silhouette that will surely

safe in between usage.
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‘Fist It’ enriched with flavour
Shots
Sho ts in tr o d uc es ' F i s t I t S t r a wber r y'

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands -

W ith the introduction of Fist It Strawber r y, Shots is

expanding their Fist It product line by means of this longed for flavour innovation. The tr usted Fist It fisting lube thick and creamy feel was preser ved and it has now been enriched
by means of a sweet fr uity addition. Fist It Strawber r y is now in stock.
he Fist It Regular proved popular with consumers the

T

This proved an effective strategy, because consumers

first time round. Thus, earlier in 2015, Fist It Numbing and

loved the first innovations. The simple recent innovation,

Fist It Extra Thick were the first two products added to the

by adding flavour, contributes immensely to the brand

range. With this latest addition Shots furthers its product di-

and turns Fist It into an even more mature product line.

versification strategy by adding a strawberry flavoured pro-

Therefore, to the well-developed original sales hit Fist It

duct to the line. The successful product introduction of Fist

Regular, besides consistency and functionality, there was

It Regular has shown a number of success drivers. Including

already, on a tactile level, Fist It Extra Thick an innovation

developing a differentiated product with a compelling

perceptible to the sense of touch. Fist It Strawberry has

value proposition; building in the voice-of-the-customer

recently been added to stimulate all senses and experi-

input; ‘Make Fist It more creamy!’. The response from the

ence a full sexual sensation with this gustatory stimulation.

customer was heard and Fist It Extra Thick was developed.

Fist It products are compatible with condoms and gloves,
water-based, non-sticky, long-lasting and easy to rinse off.
Fist It products are applied to the skin for the effortless
insertion of small, to larger objects, like fruits, hands and
toys. Fist It Extra Thick feels extra creamy. Fist It Numbing
comfortably numbs sensitive areas.

More exciting Renegade
designs by NS Novelties
lmere, The Netherlands - The sleek Renegade

A

collection by NS Novelties is adding even more tanta-

lizing designs to its great collection. These high-quality toys,
carefully crafted for male pleasure, are now ready to order
at Scala Playhouse. If you haven’t stocked this amazing
collection yet, it’s about time you do! The Renegade range
combines premium material with very attractive pricing,
placed in a modern, appealing packaging. For example:
Renegade's 3 Ring Circus is a unique design that features
three erection-retaining rings, which wrap around the
penis/balls while the attached plug in inserted anally. This
means triple the stimulation in one, sleek design! The
Renegade collection is available in various colors, such as
a chic black and a fresh blue. The toys vary from thrilling
plugs and rings, to pumps and vibrators like the massive
Monster Meat designs.
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Sunny Rodgers recognized as
“Community Figure of the Year”
D o c J o hn s o n

S un n y R od ger s

w ith XBIZ 20 1 6 Com m un i t y F i gur e A wa r d

North Hollywood, USA - Doc Johnson announced that their Marketing Director, Sunny Rodgers, was
honored with the “Community Figure of the Year” award at the XBIZ Executive Award show on
January 14th. “I would like to congratulate Sunny on her XBIZ Community Figure award,” said Doc
Johnson COO/CCO, Chad Braverman. “Sunny has been a great addition to our Doc Johnson team
and regularly exceeds all expectations. This recognition reflects all Sunny’s hard work, and the
inspiration and enthusiasm that she brings to her position and her interactions with others.”
unny joined the Doc Johnson

S

son’s marketing reach and has grown

people in this industry,” said Rodgers.

team in 2014, and her focus has

brand awareness with the launch of

“I want to thank XBIZ for this honor, as

been on building a cohesive brand

the ‘Ask The Doc’ radio show that is

well as all the amazing people who

strategy that emphasizes brand values

recorded live every Friday on Playboy

have helped me become who I am

and clearly defines the Doc Johnson

Radio. This radio show has had over

today. And as I said in my accep-

company message. Since her arrival

150,000 listens since November of

tance speech, I am especially thank-

she has helped Doc Johnson launch

2014 and continues to grow in popu-

ful for my Doc family for their help,

a comprehensive B2B Resource site,

larity across multiple platforms. “I am

support, and their belief in me and

amplified advertising efforts internatio-

extremely honored to have been

my crazy ideas. I’m excited to see

nally, and has extended Doc John-

nominated along with so many great

what my future holds!”

Eropartner Distribution named
International Distributor of the Year
waagdijk, The Netherlands - “We are greatly humbled

Glow in the dark pleasure by
TOYJOY Classics
lmere, The Netherlands - Exciting

Z

A

national Distributor, says Eropartner Distribution’s co-founder

Me I and Glow Me II vibes are now ready

Chris Bakker. “Recognition by one’s peers is one of the

to order! These thrilling vibes don’t just pack a whole lot of

biggest compliments, and my congratulations and thanks

lustful power; they also glow in the dark, giving your intimate

go to our team for working continuously at the highest level

pleasure a new, fun dimension. The Glow Me vibes are two

of performance“. “A big thank you and my compliments to

of the latest additions to the TOYJOY Classics collection and

everyone at XBIZ, for organizing again an incredible event

are designed for your playful pleasure! The Glow Me I is a

and for all they have done for our industry”, adds Elcke

sensational G-spot vibrator, curved to perfection and will

Wieffering, Head of Purchasing at Eropartner Distribution. We

effortlessly hit all her sweet spots. The Glow Me II by TOYJOY

are grateful for being

Classics is an amazing classic-style vibrator with a lustful look

part of such an ama-

and feel. Both vibes feature 7 powerful vibration setting and

zing

and

3 vibration speeds. The Glow Me I and Glow Me II also

would also like to

come with a unique glow in the dark exterior; which will

thank our retail part-

literally light up your intimate pleasure. Made of premium

ners and customers

silicone and easy to operate with a one-touch button: these

for their support and

designs are must-haves for your fun-loving consumers

voting for us.“

looking for a quality, affordable and functional toy.

and honored to have received the award for Best Inter-

industry

news from TOYJOY Classics: the Glow
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Fle shlight w ill laun ch
s ome very inte r e stin g pr o ducts in 2 016

Fleshlight has great
expectations for 2016
In c re a s in g s a le s n umbe rs
Sevilla, Spain - According to the company, 2015 has been an awesome year for Fleshlight International SL, as they were consolidated as worldwide leader in Male masturbators one more
year. Their overall sales have climbed by 20% in comparison with 2014 and by 45% compared
with 2013, and they have great expectations for 2016 since their numbers keep climbing.
leshlight broke their sales records

Miguel Capilla said: “We thought it

Value Pack, Fleshlight launches the

in October and November con-

was going to be difficult to beat 2015,

same pack with one of their top selling

secutively as Distributors and Retailers

but it seems we are on the right track.

products, the Pink Lady Original. This

were preparing for the Christmas

We are really excited about 2016 as

new value pack contains one unit of

and Valentine’s Day Rush. Besides

some new products will be launched

Pink Lady Original, Shower Mount,

this, the Quickshot release contribu-

and we think they are going to surprise

Fleshlight Wash cleaner, Fleshlube

ted to break their sales records. This

the market.“ The first new release this

Water 100ml and Renewing powder.

has been the best launching ever

year is the Pink Lady Original Value

Moreover, the new Fleshlight Girl Riley

for Fleshlight.

Pack. After the success of the Stamina

Reid will be released on March 1st.

F

CalExotics receives Pleasure
Products Company of the Year Award
ntario, USA - CalExotics received the Xbiz Award for

The Lovers’ Dream arrives in the European
& Australian markets
ridgetown, Barbados - The revolu-

O

B

was presented on stage at the 2016 Xbiz Awards, held

arrived, the Lovers’ Dream from Blue Dreams Global is made

January 15th at the J.W. Marriott at L.A. live. Susan Colvin,

for mutual stimulation and satisfaction. The Lovers’ Dream is

Founder and CEO of CalExotics, says, “Pleasure Products

a Dual Function Sexual Aid Device with two (2) internal vibrators

Company of the Year is an incredible award to win and

and one (1) external or internal if used for anal play. The

solidifies our place at the top of the pleasure products in-

product is lubricated and inserted into the Woman before in-

dustry. Thank you to our customers and partners, we wouldn’t

tercourse. The male partner will be able to enter her along

be here without you.” The company opened its doors over

the grooved side, because of the unique shape of the pro-

twenty years ago and has been a driving force in the

duct it will create heightened sensations and increased ten-

pleasure products industry, creating the female-friendly adult

sion for both parties. For him, she will be tighter and because

category of pleasure products with iconic brands such as

of the bulb she will also be shallower and when he passes

Butterfly Kiss and Jack Rabbit. CalExotics offers the widest

over the bulb it will also increase pleasure for him where it

selection of quality adult pleasure products in nearly every

counts. For her she will experience a fuller and deeper sen-

category under 60 different collecti-

sation and because of the bulb he will be pushed up onto

ons. Jackie White, Executive Vice Pre-

her G-spot. With the addition of the 3 vibrations, the story is

sident of CalExotics, says, “We have

yet to be told. The Lovers’ Dream can also be used for solo

worked very hard over the last twenty

play. The Lovers Dream is been shipped on the 21 of Dec to

plus years to be the best. Thank you

Orion, Scala Playhouse & S&T Rubber for the European mar-

Xbiz and the adult community for

kets & Lonbrook for the Australian market. Blue Dreams Global

your unwavering support.”

Inc. also shipped the Lovers Dream to the US in January.

Pleasure Products Company of the Year. The award

tionary couples vibrator has
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Great ANME Founders Show for pjur
N e w p ro du c t s t o c o m e in July
Wa s s e r b i l l i g , L u x e m b o u r g ANME, the adult manufacturers expo recently held in
B u r b a n k , C A exc e e d e d p j u r
US A’s sales and attendance
ex p e c t a t i o n s . T h i s s h o w f o r
pjur was centered around
pjur’s high quality anal formulas pjur Back Door and
The pj ur bo o th at AN ME

he formulas are made with natural

T

Eve stores were called, naming just a

Alexander Giebel, CEO and founder

ingredients that help relax muscle

few. Overwhelmingly, pjur was the top

of pjur, was more than impressed

tissue, which yields more comfortable

choice and sometime only choice.”

with the presentation and perfor-

sex in this sensitive area. “The products

The ANME Founders Show for pjur was

mance of the pjur USA team. The

are claimed as first choice for lubri-

nearly fully booked with accounts

pjur brand has gained the complete

cants from random calls to various

working on expanding their pjur

respect of the industry at every level

retail stores from coast to coast and

assortments to include these products

as the leader in quality and reliability

asking store level managers and sales

and others. "There were approximately

in a very crowded classification. The

people”, reported Richie Harris, CEO

70 time slots of 30 minutes and we

pjur brand is more than thankful for

of pjur group USA. “With near 100 per

worked 63 of these slots”, said Richie

all of the support for the brand. pjur

cent of every store called reporting

Harris. “I was so busy with clients that I

group USA is looking forward to July

pjur as #1. The Pleasure Chest and

did not get to walk the show this year

when some fantastic new products

Hustler stores as well as Adam and

as it was just not possible.”

will be launched!

Surrender to Gaya’s divine pleasure
wi nn in g li n e of Lov e li fe m a ssa ge r s

O hM iB od h a s ex p an d ed t h e ir a war d

pjur analyse me! products.

waagdijk, The Net-

extremely powerful but silent wand

come in gifting ready packaging and

herlands - OhMi-

massager. Wanderlust is a powerful

are made with phthalate-free, body-

Bod has expanded their

wand vibe, made from body-safe

safe silicone materials. Both Snuggle

award winning line of

silicone , with seven pre-set scalable

and Wanderlust are strategically priced

Lovelife massagers with

pulsations. The wand massager is

at € 85.00 while Dare & Explore are

four new products,

splash proof and USB rechargeable

priced at € 25.00.

which are now avai-

and can be used for up to two hours.

Sales manager Molly Perlich: “We at

lable

Eropartner

Also available is Snuggle, a dual stem

OhMiBod believe in providing our cus-

Distribution. Currently

vibrator with two motors and seven

tomers with the most well-made and

available to order are

pre-set scalable pulsations, made

safe to use pleasure products at an

from

affordable price and our new Lovelife

Z

at

Lovelife additions Dare, a

body-friendly

silicone

and

pleasure plug perfect for prostate

rechargeable via USB.

additions are just in time for the

massaging, and Explore, a beginner’s

As with all Lovelife products, these toys

holidays, whether you are buying for a

pleasure plug. But also Wanderlust: an

are all backed by a one-year warranty,

partner or treating yourself”.
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The Screaming O takes
home three 2016 XBIZ Awards
M a n u f a c t u re r re c o g ni z e d f o r c le ve rn e s s in ma rk e t in g & bra n din g

Los

Angeles,

USA

-

The

Screaming O took home three
top awards at the 2016 XBIZ
Awards show, each honoring
the company’s keen eye and

clever approach to branding and promotion. Winner of Marketing Campaign of the Year for the
OBob 'Battery Operated Boyfriend' massager and Bachelor/Bachelorette Product of the Year for the
SnorkelO novelty, The Screaming O is also celebrating Account Executive Conde Aumann’s second
consecutive Brand Ambassador of the Year Award.
he Screaming O’s popular OBob

took home her second Brand Ambas-

T

lorette Product of the Year thanks to its

massager took top billing for

cheeky take on a snorkel with a vibrator

sador of the Year Award, having been

Marketing Campaign of the Year

included, allowing for steady air flow

honored for her attention and dedi-

thanks to its promotional support and

and uninterrupted oral sex. This clever

cation to The Screaming O brand and

Barbie doll-inspired packaging, which

novelty made waves during bachelor

its core mission. 2015 brought exciting

created a persona that showed

and bachelorette season for its silly

developments regarding materials

consumers just how perfect this Battery

“gag gift” appeal that was perfect for

safety verification and consumer trust,

Operated Boyfriend can be. This light-

fun pre-bridal gifts. And with its corres-

and Aumann has been at the helm

weight hand-held massager features

ponding Muff Divers Association mem-

ensuring that retailers have the tools

a smooth rounded silicone head and

bership campaign, the SnorkelO

and information they need to educate

adjustable neck connected to a uni-

became retailers’ favorite adult novelty

shoppers while promoting The Screa-

quely shaped 'body' that combines

to use as a conversation-starter and

ming O’s efforts. “It’s so exciting to have

clever marketing with smart functiona-

go-to party gift. “It’s always an honor

been named Brand Ambassador of

lity. Retailers around the world have

to be recognized for our marketing

the Year two years in a row,” Aumann

participated in the campaign using

prowess and creative development,”

said. “I work incredibly hard to represent

full-size photo booths, colorful displays

Aumann said. “We’re consistently

The Screaming O brand while assuring

and graphics, and other customized

complimented by customers and

that our supporters have everything

marketing tools that help create

clients who appreciate our fresh ap-

they need to promote sales and make

interactive OBob-themed shopping

proach, and The Screaming O would

smart buying decisions. Any by the

experiences. The Screaming O’s

like to thank everyone who voted for

looks of these two awards on my desk,

SnorkelO novelty won Bachelor/Bache-

us in these categories.” Aumann also

it seems the industry appreciates it!”

Net 1on1 signs exclusive UK distribution deal with Lingox

S

horeham-by-Sea, England - Net

look like a discrete tube of poker chips.

at Net 1on1 said: “Lingox is new to the

1on has finalised a deal with

Both products are also built for optimum

British market and we are delighted to

Spanish brand Lingox to be the exclu-

pleasure as they boast an incredibly

secure exclusive rights. These two key

sive, sole distributor in the UK. Lingox is

long depth of 10cms and are made

products are perfect for discrete men

an exciting brand with a range of

of a super soft and textured material

as they could easily sit in a bedroom

products designed exclusively for men,

which moulds to the shaft perfectly,

drawer or on a bedside table and not

including two new male masturbators

provides incredible sensations and is

raise an eyebrow. Not only do they

called the ‘Lingox Poker Spade Edition’

easy to clean. Other products in the

look like poker chips, the masturbators

and the ‘Lingox Poker Club Edition’.

range include the Lingox Lube, Lingox

do not resemble the female anatomy

Based on a poker theme, these

Regenerating Powder and Lingox Toy

either, which further adds to the incon-

masturbators have been designed to

Cleaner. Danielle Warn, the Head Buyer

spicuous nature of the products.”

Ling ox is a n ex c it ing b rand w ith a
ra ng e of produc t s des ig ned exclusiv e ly f o r me n
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Happy w in n e r s:
Suki & Br ian Dun ham

OhMiBod named 'Best Digital
Health and Fitness Product'
In t e rn a t io n a l CES 2016 'B e s t o f CES Awards'
Las Vegas, USA – OhMiBod was named winner of the 'Digital Health and Fitness Product' categor y
at the International CES 2016 'Best of CES Awards.' The company won for its new Lovelife krush
Kegel exerciser. Chosen from thousands of companies appearing at CES 2016, OhMiBod’s first
internable product stood out to Engadget’s editors for its level of innovation, quality of design,
overall efficiency and market demand. Winners were chosen in 16 different categories.
he new Lovelife krush is connected

T

last five days we've evaluated

women around the world." Lovelife

via BLE 4.0 (Bluetooth Low Energy)

thousands of devices and products

krush works with OhMiBod’s new TASL

and equipped with built-in sensor

to find the technologies that will

app to measure the pressure, control,

technology. The Kegel exerciser is also

change the industry and our lives.

endurance, and grip of PC muscles

an internable — a new class of

OhMiBod clearly was the best in show

and help women strengthen them

health-monitoring devices that are

in ‘Digital Health and Fitness Product’.”

through training challenges. Stronger

located within the body instead of

Lovelife krush was designed specifi-

PC muscles improve sexual pleasure

worn externally. These advanced

cally for women—many of whom ex-

and also aid in keeping incontinence

features make the Lovelife krush a na-

perience a weakening of the pelvic

and pelvic organ prolapse at bay.

tural evolution of OhMiBod's growing

floor due to childbirth and age. "This

The Best of CES Awards Program

line of connected pleasure pro-

honor from Engadget is more than a

started over a decade ago to cele-

ducts.

“We were impressed by

win for OhMiBod. It’s a victory for

brate the innovation and noteworthy

OhMiBod’s vision and execution, and

women’s sexual health," said Suki

products on display at the Internatio-

it had the buzz of the show as one of

Dunham, founder of OhMiBod. "We’re

nal CES each year. Engadget returns

the best innovations to come out of

thrilled that the CES community voted

for its third year adjudicating the

CES this year,” said Michael Gorman,

to shine a light on the importance

official Awards in partnership with the

Editor in Chief of Engadget. “Over the

sexual health and well-being for adult

Consumer Electronics Association.

Diamond Products Dream Team wins big
hatsworth, USA - Dia-

C

Condom Manufacturer of the Year,

remain the #1 pleasure products and

mond Products’ success

Sir Richard’s Condom Company

sexual wellness company in the world!”

continued when Pipedream,

“We’re proud and honored to be

“It is always an honor to be recognized

Jimmyjane, and Sir Richard’s

recognized by the 2016 XBIZ Awards. I

by our peers and the industry. This year

Condom Company scored

want to thank XBIZ , our customers, and

was especially rewarding, as our entire

top honors at the 2016 XBIZ

the growing Dream Team for these

team has put a lot of effort into

Awards. Each of Diamond’s brands

important awards,” explained Dia-

launching new Jimmyjane items and

was recognized with the following

mond Products Chairman and CEO

incorporating Sir Richard’s into our

awards:

Nick Orlandino. “We’ve worked very

family of brands. These awards are for

Sex Toy of the Year – Non-Powered,

hard the last couple years to expand

the entire team, and for our retail and

Icicles Gold Edition - G01 (Pipedream)

our range and continue to offer the

distribution partners who have suppor-

Innovative Toy of the Year – Design,

best products at a fair price. To receive

ted us this past year,” stated Robert

Form 5 (Jimmyjane)

this triple honor keeps us motivated to

Rheaume, President of Jimmyjane.
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Joyballs secret –
perfectly covered
Visual and emotional stimulations enrapture consumers
Hanover, Ger many - JOYDIVISION presents its new packaging
for Joyballs secret. Thanks to the new design, Joyballs are
now even more customer-friendly, shif ting the focus to clearcut competitive differentiation. The unique, patented Sili ko m e d m a t e r i a l o f t h e p a c ka g i n g , a l o n g w i t h i t s a p p e a rance (which has been awarded the universal design
award!) and its per fect suitability as a medium for communication, results in a sophisticated overall concept.
he attractive packaging informs

T

duct quality is further emphasised by

consumers about the quality of the

the immediately visible "MADE WITH

product in a coherent manner, en-

LOVE IN GERMANY" print.

abling them to make a targeted,

The packaging is refined with glossy

pending on the shelving situation, the

clear and fast purchase decision. Be-

varnish, ensuring an exciting visual

packaging is also available with a

sides integrating important consumer

and tactile packaging experience.

Euro tab.

aspects and the product features,

The outer lock-bottom carton, which

This new packaging of the Joyballs

which are communicated on the side

is open at the top, offers a handy slip

secret constitutes the first of many in-

using easily comprehensible symbols,

case with a single hole that can be

novations in the presentation of JOY-

the product attracts customers' atten-

operated with one finger. The previous

DIVISION products. The other quality

tion in a downright flirtatious manner:

blister packaging has been replaced

products will be integrated into the

a personal letter of seduction. The pro-

with a convenient storage box. De-

new presentation design gradually.

JOYDI V I S I O N p r es en t s i t s n ew
pac ka gi n g for J oyba lls s ec r et

pjur expands its headquarter in Luxembourg
asserbillig, Luxembourg - The

pjur team drank a toast to the new

W

ments. We have established two

pjur group has expanded its

additional departments in the past

offices. After that, they went to a Spa-

head office in Wasserbillig, Luxem-

year that are responsible for marke-

nish tapas bar, to combine the cele-

bourg. It has purchased a third

ting our brands to special market

bration of the move with their annual

building on the site to cater for its in-

segments. We have created eight

Christmas party. "The party was a

creasing number of employees. "Our

new positions this year alone and are

great opportunity for us to thank our

international success in developing

planning to hire another six em-

employees for our outstanding results.

our business relationships has naturally

ployees in 2016. We are delighted

We are proud to be able to celebrate

resulted in increased staffing require-

with our third building, as it provides

a record-breaking twentieth anniver-

our employees with excellent working

sary year together," says Giebel. The

conditions and the most modern

pjur headquarters in Luxembourg are

facilities. We're now well prepared for

now spread across three buildings

the road ahead," says Alexander

with views of the river Moselle and the

Giebel, founder and CEO of the pjur

vineyard-covered slopes located

group. On December 18, the entire

across the water in Germany.

The pj ur gr o up te am
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Bo th N imbus a n d S t r a t os a r e a va i la ble

Eropartner Distribution
to distribute AVE’s Nimbus & Stratos

in AVE’s s i gn a t ur e wh i t e a n d blue

Ma s s a g e r & k e g e l b a lls
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Scandinavian manufacturer AVE’s newest releases, Nimbus and Stratos,
can now be ordered at Eropartner Distribution. Staying true to their roots, from the beginning the
focus of AVE has been on design and quality in every aspect of the brand.
he elegant SKY products stand out due to their unique

“T

weights to be felt with every move, to increase sexual

design and look and feel, and AVE’s attention to

fitness and the pelvic floor muscles. Stratos has an inserta-

details, from packaging to product design and choice of

ble length of 100 mm. In addition, Eropartner Distribution

materials is very much appreciated by our retail partners

has also added AVE’s Alto L en Cirrus L. These new and

and their customers”, explains Elcke Wieffering, Head of

improved versions weigh less than the current Alto and

Purchasing at Eropartner Distribution. Nimbus, a waterproof

Cirrus and offer an enhanced and stronger G-spot

massager designed for external stimulation, fits perfectly

stimulation due to its lightly curved design. “We are

in the palm of the hand thanks to its compact and light-

delighted that Eropartner, who is AVE’s largest distributor for

weight design. Its discreet size, with multiple curves and

the European region, now carries our complete family of

silky smooth design houses 7 different vibration modes for

luxurious SKY products. We hope the new SKY products will

clitoral massage. Nimbus is USB-rechargeable, made of

delight the future and existing clients with its uniqueness,

medical grade silicone and has an insertable length of

elegance and new functions. We are looking ahead to

82 mm. Stratos - the silicone kegel balls from the SKY

another exciting year of successful collaboration with

collection - is shaped like clouds and contains small

Eropartner. “, says AVE’s Bo Todorovic.

Lovehoney launches
Sqweel XT for Men

Rocks-Off’s Wildboy and Ignition
waagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropartner is offering Rocks-

ath, England - Sexperts at Lovehoney

Z

are hailing 2016 as the Year of the

for men and a USB rechargeable ten-speed bullet, Ignition.

Male Sex Toy and are kicking off the new

Wildboy is the newest addition to Rocks Off’s assortment

year with the launch of the brand new

of massagers for men. With its firm sensual lines and edges,

Sqweel XT for men. The Sqweel XT features 2 sets of Turbo

Wildboy is shaped to deliver sensations to the P-spot and

Tongues - soft and extra firm, which rotate in three powerful

perineum, while leaving the hands free to explore. Wildboy

speeds and three pulsating patterns to simulate intense

is powered by a removable 7 speed RO-80 mm bullet,

oral sex action. USB rechargeable, the toy offers the ulti-

comes with batteries included and is 100% waterproof.

mate joy for men on tap. Its predecessors, the Sqweel,

Ignition is designed to be used on its own, but can also be

Sqweel 2 and Sqweel Go Oral Sex Simulators have been

paired up with the existing RO 80 bulleted products, for

hugely popular amongst women around the world and

both male and female, thereby turning all of your Rocks

are amongst the best-selling oral sex toys on the market.

Off guilty pleasures into the perfect rechargeable. Ignition.

Lovehoney’s co-owner Neal Slateford said: “After the suc-

“If your customers like the Rocks-Off bullets, they will love

cess of the Sqweel, it was the obvious next step to create

Ignition. The vibrations are, as can be expected from Rocks

a similar toy for men. The momentum for male sex toys is

Off, powerful, but Ignition is rechargeable, which means

gathering pace and we’re seeing huge demand. The

your customers will never run out batteries again”, explains

Sqweel XT is revolutionising the way men masturbate.”

Elcke Wieffering, Head of Purchasing at Eropartner.

Off’s newest products: Wildboy, a product designed

B
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The womanizer W500 Pro
in a trendy tattoo design
For ever yon e wh o

A v a i l a ble n o w

like s i t a bi t wi ld er !

Flensburg, Ger many - A new special edition of the “womanizer W500 Pro” in a trendy tattoo
design is now available – for ever yone who likes it a bit wilder! The womanizer has taken
women´s hear ts by (an orgasmic) stor m.

I

t is uncomplicated, easy to use

ted without any contact, therefore

Swarovski element! The womanizer

and makes women´s dreams

avoiding over-stimulation, by preci-

W500 Pro is extremely quiet, even

come true: because the sucking of

sely controlled pulsating pressure

with its new intensity levels, therefore

the clitoris and the stimulation from

waves in eight intensity levels. This is

making the pleasure even greater.

precisely controlled pulsating pres-

how the womanizer creates a

Tip: using a bit of water-based

sure waves trigger the orgasm. The

completely new feeling of pleasure

lubricant will help the womanizer,

microprocessor technology controls

right up to multiple orgasms!

with its specific clitoris stimulation,
“move” more easily meaning that

the suction pressure. A soft silicone
cap (available in two different sizes)

In addition to the tattoo design the

women will experience more ama-

fits perfectly onto the clitoris, which

women’s new favourite toy is also

zing and more intense orgasms! You

is gently sucked by the attached

available in six individual colour

can find more information at

stimulator. The clitoris is also stimula-

combinations, each with its own real

www.womanizer-wholesale.com

Swan Squeeze Control
success at ANME
oronto, Canada - BMS Factory

Pipedream celebrates successful
20th Anniversary ANME Show
hatsworth, USA – Pipedream and sister brands Jim-

T

C

creation, the Swan Squeeze Control

returned from ANME. With three new brand extensions

collection, during the ANME show

from King Cock, Anal Fantasy Collection, and Fetish Fan-

in Burbank, California, USA. Swan Squeeze Control is a

tasy Series, the Pipedream booth also unveiled new items

new technology to the existing award-winning Swan

from best-selling lines Fetish Fantasy Extreme, Wanachi, Pi-

Collection, which now makes it easier for the user to

pedream Extreme Toyz, and assorted political novelties.

control the vibrations of their Swan. With a slight

Diamond Products crew continues to grow and the

squeeze, Swan Squeeze Control begins to vibrate.

Dream Team’s newest hires— Patrick Lyons (VP Marketing,

Keep squeezing to increase vibration or soften the

Jimmyjane), Miranda Doyle (Director of Development,

squeeze to lower it. This new collection also allows the

Jimmyjane) and Thomas Schmidt (International Sales

user to very simply create their very own vibration in

Exec, Pipedream)—also made their ANME debuts.

officially unveiled their newest

myjane and Sir Richard’s Condom Company have

Mimic Mode. Much like the rest of the Swan Collection,
Swan Squeeze Control is fully waterproof and completely submersible, rechargeable with an included USB
cable and is made with Swan’s signature 100% silicone
& virtually seamless finish. Swan Squeeze Control is currently available in three designs and two colours – pink
and teal.

The P ipe dr e am Dr ea m Tea m
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E V E N T

ANME Show celebrates
20-year anniversary
Po s i tive fe e dba c k fro m e x hibit o rs a n d vis it o rs

Exactly 20 years ago, the leading trade show
for the US adult market, ANME Show, took
place for the first time. The man who set the
ball rolling back then was Nick Orlandino, the
CEO of Pipedream, who felt that producers
and trade members dealing in adult products
needed a trade show of their own. He talked
about his idea with the heads of Doc Johnson,
CalExotics, and Nasstoys, and together, they
made this idea a reality. From its small
beginnings, ANME has grown into one of the
most impor tant launch pads for new products
and one of the biggest events in the adult
industr y, attracting roughly 100 exhibitors and
1500 trade members this year. Here are some
impressions of ANME 2016, which took place
on Januar y 11 and 12.

Enj o ying the e v en t : Ma ur o Ta r t er
an d Jack R om a n s ki ( F un Toys )

And this is ho w it wor ks – Tom S t ewa r t
(Spo r tshe et s ) a t a p r od uc t p r es en t a t i on

52
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Huda Lutz (e r o Fame ) an d Wie land Ho f mei s t er ( er oF a m e) p r es en t ed bi r t h d a y
gir l Kimbe r ly H a r d i n g ( S p or t s h eet s ) wi t h flower s

Linda M c l ea n, M a non V a l l é e,
a nd J ea n- Pierre H a me lin (Shun ga)

The ne w Sw an pr o ducts BMS pr e se n te d
at the sho w ar e e q uippe d w ith Sq ue e ze Co n t r ol

T he Topc o t ea m

Liv e ly activ ity at the Doc J oh n s on s t a n d
E ddie Mar kle w , G lo bal Mar ke ting
Man age r at Te n ga
CalExo tics do nate d mo r e than 18, 0 0 0 d olla r s
f o r a char itable cause

53
T he p r e miere of Lovehoney’ s Sqweel X T –
N ea l Sl a t eford a nd Sa b rina E ar nshaw
p r e s e n t ed t he innova t ive produc t t o the US tr ade
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As usual, P ipe dr e am pr e se n te d
n ume r o us ne w pr o ducts at AN ME
Ale xande r G ie bel ( p jur gr oup )
and Oliv er R ed s c h la g ( J oyd i vi s i on )

Lined u p: t he Sp o r tshe e ts cr e w

Ch r i s t op h H ofm a n n a n d
F r a n k Kok ( Mys t i m )
T he t ea m of X R b ra nd s : Reb ec c a Wein be r g, N ico le Br an if f ,
J oa nie Lee, Lynda M ort , a nd Vale ntin o To lman

Andrea D u ffy (Roc k s - Of f )

The 'Duck Man':
To ny Le v ine (Big Te aze To y s)
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AN ME v is i t or s fr om t h e Net h er la n d s :
Sj o e r d Wi jm en ga , Er i c I d em a ( EDC)

Live Sexy w ith Jimmyj an e
M i c ha e l Wa rner (C a l Ex ot ic s ) wit h
Ro n a n d Cha d Bra verma n (D oc J ohns on)

The te am o f The Scr e aming O

Full ho use f o r Ev o lv e d

C ha t t ing wit h t he t ra de
a t t he W e- V ib e s t a nd

Dea n Elli ot t ,
t h e S li qui d m a s t er m i n d

Of c ou rs e, ANM E a lso o f f e r e d lo ts
of ent ert a inment a n d f un
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Is there still a place for
Po rn DVDs in t o da y’s a dult ma rk e t

The internet has changed much more than just the way consumers
shop; it has also changed the way they consume content, be it
the news or music or films. Or porn. Especially porn. User behaviour
has changed drastically when it comes to adult filmed entertainment. Today, most of these films are watched on online platforms.
The adult industry has responded to that development, discovering
new target audiences and possibilities in the process. But has all
attention shifted towards the world wide web? Should brick and
mortar stores still offer porn films, or is it time to turn away from
that segment altogether and focus on product groups that have
greater sales potential?
Ra ndol ph H eil , edit or
ex c l us ive

toys, they might indeed be uncomfortable with that. But a

Pro

smaller, discrete shelf positioned in another area of the

The question if porn DVDs still have a place on the shelves

store won’t cause any noses to be turned up.

of the brick and mortar trade could be answered with a

I mean, why would it? Pornography is much more accep-

counter question: “Well, where else would you put them?”

ted today than it ever was, thanks, ironically, in large part

Not under the counter, that much is certain. The days when

to the internet, the grave digger of the porn DVD. Which

pornographic content could only be sold secretly are over,

leads us to the real problem. The sales figures of physical

thank God. Trade members only need to look at their sales

media have been going down for years, be they triple-x

figures to see whether or not their DVD section still makes

porn, softcore erotica, or action films. The consumption of

sense. If it doesn’t, then it should go, yes, just like you’d

filmed entertainment on the internet – legally or illegally - is

throw out any other product that doesn’t sell. So I guess,

replacing the traditional rental or sales concepts, and there

the real question is: Does openly displayed pornography

are no signs that this trend can be reversed. Nonetheless,

turn off the people who visit today’s adult stores? We all

there are still consumers who prefer to have a DVD or

know that most erotic shops cater to a clientele that is very

Blu-ray they can touch and put on their shelf. There are still

different from the audience drawn to sex shops 10 years

music lovers who listen to albums on vinyl, after all. And if

ago. Women and couples are the main groups the trade

the expansion of broadband internet across Europe

is courting, every other product can be used with a partner,

continues at its current pace, there will still be large areas

and who says sex shop in 2016, anyways. It’s erotic

a few years from now where you can’t watch high-res

boutique. So that does not bode well for pornography,

internet videos without experiencing technical difficulties.

seeing as it is far removed from the mainstream and is

It is an undeniable fact that the golden era of porn theatres,

consumed primarily by men. But even if a store wants to

of VHS and DVD, is over, and it won’t come back. But it

be appealing to female customers, it would be wrong to

would be wrong to give wide berth to DVD just because of

ignore porn consumers out of hand. I feel that it’s the

that. If there is interest among the consumers, a store can

presentation that makes the difference here. If a couple is

still generate turnover selling porn flicks. And who knows,

looking to spice up their sex life with a vibrator but has to

maybe that couple that came in looking for a vibrator

move past a giant shelf of hardcore porn to get to the

decides to also pick up a DVD while they’re at it.
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porn DVDs on store shelves?
the trade reinvented themselves,

all that many films that are made

pornography (or, to be more pre-

with a female audience in mind.

cise, porn DVDs) fell victim to this

Men are, and will probably always

development, receiving less and

remain, the big target audience

less shelf space, and many stores

for this special kind of entertain-

have abandoned porn altogether.

ment, and consequently, most

Of course, that is only part of the

productions cater to their fantasies.

explanation. Let’s not forget the

This is by no means a criticism, it is

changes in the channels of distri-

merely a fact. And it should answer

bution. Pornographic content has

the question if you can sell porn

gone digital, and most people

DVDs next to stylish vibrators. But

only consume it via the internet.

for many people, both are part of

But for the trade, removing porn

the same category, they belong

Cons

DVDs from their shelves also has to

together somehow, as is evi-

There is a lot of talk about target

do with appealing to the new tar-

denced by the stores that still offer

groups in the adult industry, and

get audience for adult product.

DVDs, although in most cases, the

yes, it is quite obvious that the

The adult market has opened up,

porn section is clearly separated

composition of the customer base

it has reached new segments of

from sex toys and other products.

has changed a lot during the past

the population, and it is a simple

It is perfectly legitimate for a retai-

years. Gone are the days when it

fact that, if you cater to a new

ler to want to generate some ad-

was all about the man’s pleasure

clientele, some products just don’t

ditional turnover with porn, espe-

and stores equipped their shops

fit in anymore. Bringing up the ar-

cially if you look at the difficult

accordingly. Nowadays, retailers

gument that there are couples

situation in which the brick and

want to cater to women and cou-

who watch porn films together is

mortar trade has found itself lately.

ples. The products they sell have

also kind of feeble because you

However, you have to be careful.

also changed, of course. Today’s

might just as well argue that there

Don’t lose track of who your target

sex toys don’t just look different, but

are many more couples that don’t.

audience is, otherwise selling ex-

they also feel different, they have

Admittedly, every now and then,

plicit flicks could have a negative

different features, and they are

we see a study suggesting that

effect, driving away a certain con-

marketed differently. The produ-

more and more women consume

sumer group.

cers and trade members quickly

pornography, but let’s be honest:

realised that, if you want to appeal

The lion share of porn

to a large consumer group, you

DVDs don’t really ap-

have to create the right environ-

peal to female first-

ment. Many people are interested

time

in vibrators, dildos, etc., but they

only have to browse

wouldn’t enter a backstreet sex

the range of porn titles

shop. And so, as the industry and

to see that there aren’t

M a t t hia s Poehl , edit or in c h ie f

buyers.

You
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LeLu v’ s 3D pr inte d dildo s ar e
now also so ld o n le luv .co m

If you enter the search term “sex toy” on Amazon.com, you will find 52,000 results. On Ebay,
it’s still 22,000 hits. Both platforms are known
for offering pretty much anything, from
washing machines to books to toilet paper.
Etsy is also a shopping platform, but has a
significantly smaller product range – which is
no accident. As a matter of fact, it is the
whole point. Based in New York and founded
ten years ago, Etsy is a platfor m for handmade products, kind of a counter movement
to the mass market. And if you search for sex
toys here, you still get 4,300 results.

Sex toys on Etsy

T he ma rk e t p la c e fo r ha n d-ma de erotic products?

ex c l us ive

tsy is much more than the platform for bored house-

E

really helpful to have a basic structure to follow, as well as

wives it has been mocked as, and that became

having the support of other sellers on the Etsy forums. All

abundantly clear last spring when the company went

this means I can spend more time making my floggers.“

public and was weighed in at 1.8 billion dollars. Roughly

She has been selling said hand-made floggers since the

1.4 million sellers and more than 50 million members – 20

middle of last year. Her products are made from hemp or

million of whom are active buyers – frequent this

cotton fibres and really stick out from the rest of floggers on

marketplace (for comparison: Amazon had roughly 270

the market due to their bright colours. “I think my products’

million customers in 2014). The story of Rickard Andersson

combination of fun, experimentation, and good crafts-

is exemplary for many of the active sellers on the site: In

manship makes them perfect for a site like Etsy, since the

2013, he opened his own shop “Silvaru” on the platform,

customers there are often looking for unique and unusual

selling hand-made wooden dilods. “For me, it was a way

items.“ However, there are not just hand-carved or model-

to reach out to potential customers for what was just a

led products on Etsy; many of the people selling there are

past time thing at the time, something I enjoyed making.

no strangers to modern production techniques. LeLuv from

I’d had a few items ordered from people that knew what I

Arizona, USA, for instance, sell 3D printed dildos in their Etsy

was doing. Me opening my Etsy store was a way to see

shop. ”The 3D products are all designed in-house to insure

if I might have a chance getting my products

they are safe and structurally sound in design. The products

out on the market. I never knew, or expected

are also hand-polished. Each product goes through a cus-

it would work as well as it has.“ Having a pro-

tom proprietary finishing process until they are glass-smooth,

duct she felt had potential was also

like lacquered Italian furniture, so they will have a safe and

the first step for Maria and her shop

non-porous finished surface“, says Elliot Parker, describing

“Kinky but Cute”. As she points out,

the production process. Etsy has only been a springboard

being on a platform such as Etsy

for his company, because today, he is also selling his pro-

is much easier and more ma-

ducts on various other platforms and on his own website.

nageable than running your

That brings us to the biggest downside of Etsy: Many sellers

own online shop: “I find it

feel that you can’t really make big profits on the site, and
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The f lo gge r s o f Ki n ky but
Cute co me i n br a s h c olour s

100% ha nd - ma de: wooden d il do s by Silv ar us

its roots as a site for fiddlers and tinkerers who want to make

discerning taste. To better satisfy our customers' needs, we

a few bucks on the side still shines through pretty clearly.

will soon be offering PLA products that are safe in high

On the other hand, this little-guy image is also what sets this

temperature and will be safe when put into a dishwasher“,

marketplace apart from most other shopping platforms

says Elliott Parker, describing LeLuve’s approach. Maria also

on the internet, and it’s what draws many people to the

feels that the unique nature of the products is one of the

site. Consequently, one of the biggest discussions within

most important criteria for the platform’s buyers: “I think my

the Etsy community was caused when the company

Etsy customers are looking for sex toys that match their

decided to go public and people were debating if and

personality, as opposed to more mass-produced toys from

how many industrially manufactured products had already

larger companies. I try and give good value for money,

found their way onto the site and whether or not they should

which I find is well appreciated, and the fact that my

be allowed on Etsy. Only the future will tell if the company

floggers are vegan-friendly goes down well on the site,

will give in to the expectations of investors and allow more

too.“ As Richard Anderson adds, it is okay if some prices

such products on the platform. So, from an entrepreneurial

are bigger than what you’d pay for a similar product in the

point of view, Etsy can clearly be reviewed as a testing

mass market because the customers know that they buy

ground where you can experiment, see if there is a market

unique objects. “When it comes to prize, I definitely believe

for your product, and maybe get a foot in the door. “I think

that the customers know that what they are getting is

Etsy, and other similar platforms, can be used to start a

something that has taken skill, time, and a lot of effort to

business. Any business certainly needs to grow out of that

produce and is therefore quite a bit more pricey than

position to be lucrative enough, but as a start, as a test to

something coming off a production line.“ However, he

see what works or not, it is not a bad system“, says Richard

continues, anybody who is not just interested in making a

Andersson. Maria also hopes to branch out into other

little money on the side, but actually wants to use Etsy to

channels of distribution before long: “For me personally,

start something bigger should not limit themselves to the

Etsy has been great for testing the water and finding that I

portal in the long run. “Have in mind that although it is a

have a viable product. The low set up costs and fees mean

start, and can bring you plenty of orders, eventually I

that yes, anyone can start a shop, whether it’s with great

recommend sellers to venture outside the frames of a

ambitions or as a hobby on the side, and I think that is part

system like Etsy to reach a wider client base. That might

of why Etsy has such a fun mix of products.“ Before a do-it-

however change with further developments on the Etsy

yourselfer or a small company become successful enough

platform.“ So it is the exception rather than the rule that

so they can safely take the next step and create their own

people actually make big bucks on a peer-to-peer

online presence, with all the financial investments that go

e-commerce site, and it probably happens a lot less

along with that, their products have to sell. Which brings us

frequently if you sell erotic products. But it can be a

to another question: What do the users expect from the

springboard, and apart from that, the creativity and crafts-

products offered on Etsy. ”The Etsy customer seeks a more

manship put on display there definitely make it worth the

refined custom and unique product to better satisfy their

while to take a look at sites such as Etsy, DaWanda, etc.
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“We believe 2016 is the
Lo ve ho n e y la un c h S q w e e l XT fo r Men
The launch of Lovehoney’s Sqweel XT for Men was the
per fect oppor tunity for EAN to talk with the company’s
Commercial Director, Ray Hayes, about this innovative
new product and about the potential of male toys as a
p r o d u c t c a t e g o r y. W h a t w e l e a r n e d : L o v e h o n e y a r e
confident that Sqweel XT will revolutionise male masturbation, and 2016 will be the year of male sex toys.
e xclusiv e

S

qweel XT is Lovehoney’s new, male-oriented version

of the top-selling Sqweel – a product which was

launched in 2011. Why did it take so long to follow
it up with this new version?
Ray Hayes: All of the products developed within
the Sqweel brand have taken time to develop
due to the complexities of their design. They are
not ‘me too’ sex toys and each and every
component is bespoke. The original Sqweel hit
the market in October 2009, Sqweel 2 launched
in July 2012 and Sqweel Go launched in
October 2013.
Sqweel XT has been in development for over
two years and, being a completely new
product concept, has taken a lot of testing and
perfecting. We believe 2016 is the Year of the
Male Sex Toy, so it was the perfect time to launch
Sqweel XT for Men.

Ra y Hay e s be lie v e s that the male to y s
cate go r y w ill co n tin ue to se e sign if icant gr o w th

Would you mind explaining to us how Sqweel XT works
and which features it offers?
Ray Hayes: Sqweel XT features 2 sets of Turbo Tongues - soft
and extra firm, which rotate in 3 powerful speeds and 3
pulsating patterns to simulate intense oral sex action. USB
rechargeable, the toy offers the ultimate joy for men on tap.
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Year of the Male Sex Toy.”
I t to o k tw o y e ar s
to de v e lo p S qweel X T

.................
No other
product in the market
features a handheld,
open-ended 360 degree
set of 10 moving
silicone tongues.”
................................

“

Ray Hayes: No other product in the market features a
handheld, open-ended 360 degree

Ray Hayes: We believe

set of 10 moving silicone tongues.

that it can be as successful as

There are products on the market

the original Sqweel. It is innovative,

that ‘rotate’ for masturbation but all

it looks great and it really does work.

Its easy-to-grip sides allow for

of them are big machines that

It’s USB-rechargeable, offers a

maximum control and it is 100%

the shaft or head of the penis

completely unique sensation and

waterproof, so men can use it whilst

fits in. The Sqweel XT allows you to

the price point is fantastic too.

bathing or taking a shower.

control the area of stimulation like

The Sqweel XT has been marketed

no other product.

to appeal to men, but we think

The official press release states that

there will be plenty of women

'Sqweel XT is revolutionising the way

Do you expect Sqweel XT to be

buying it for their partners too. It’s

men masturbate'. What makes this

equally successful as the original

a fantastic addition to foreplay

product revolutionary?

version for women?

and oral sex.
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t ong u es s imul a t e ora l s ex

for them. We actually think that women are key to
accessing a large part of the male market, by
introducing male toys to their partners.
We’ve only just started to really spend time developing
male toys because until recently, the demand was not
there from our customers. We have been working
steadily on building the male category since 2013 - we
launched the Tracey Cox Edge range in April 2014,
which focused purely on male performance.
Our focus is moving increasingly towards male pleasure
products - educating the audience about what is

You feel that

available and how much fun they can be.

Sqweel XT will be ushering in the 'Year of
the Male Sex Toy'. So will

Will the male sex toy segment develop along the same

demand

male-

lines as the female sex toy category? Will we see quality

oriented adult products

products in all price ranges? Will there be real brands

continue to increase?

that set themselves apart from more generic products?

for

Ray Hayes: We still believe
that there is a lot of potential
for growth in the male-oriented
product category, across all product types. There are
very few recognised brands (by the general public)
within this category.
A lot of people simply don’t know what is available or

.................
We actually think that women are
key to accessing a large part of the
male market, by introducing male toys to
their partners.”
................................

“

how to use the toys. We’re here to firstly educate the
customer about what is available, and then to help

Ray Hayes: We will be looking to develop products

them find non-threatening products to try.

across multiple brands and price points over the coming
months and years. Unfortunately, we can’t just repeat

Why did it take the industry so long to really tap into the

what we do for the female sex toy category in terms of

potential of sex toys for men? Was the dominance of

branding as the customer is so very different. We have

female-oriented products blocking the way?

done, and will continue to do, a lot of research into our

Ray Hayes: Women were given
permission to buy sex toys through

male customers to find out exactly what it is they are
looking for.

mainstream media, as toys
were regularly featured in a

Can interested retailers order Sqweel XT from your dis-

positive light in magazines,

tribution partners, and how much does this product

TV and movies. Unfortuna-

cost?

tely,

Ray Hayes: Sqweel XT was launched at AMNE in January

the

same

hasn’t

happened for men (yet).

and all major distributors will be stocking it from early

There’s still a prevailing idea

March. Sqweel XT will retail at €69.99.

that it’s embarrassing or
funny for a man to use a sex

Are there also POS materials to accompany the launch

toy. Even if men get over

of your new product?

that obstacle, many don’t

Ray Hayes: There is a counter unit display available

even know what is out there

which holds six units and one demonstration sample.

Sqweel X T wil l b e s hippe d to distr ibuto r s
a n d whol es a l ers a t t he b eg innin g o f Mar ch
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“You submit to the
honey-voiced stranger.“
Da rre n S m i t h wa nt s t o b rin g c o up le s c lo s e r t o ge t he r w it h his “Pillo w“ app
Lying in bed, sur fing on the web with the TV on, being constantly reachable until your eyes
drop shut – there can be no doubt that moder n technology has invaded even our bedrooms,
demanding our attention – attention that would other wise have been invested in other
things. For instance, intimacy and together ness. But moder n technology can also help
people get closer, as demonstrated by the new app “Pillow”. In our EAN inter view, developer
Dar ren J. Smith explains how Pillow achieves this lof ty goal and why a programme such as
this is so impor tant in today’s world.
ex c l u s ive

n your website you describe Pillow as a “permission-

O

closer. Pillow is “permission giving” because you literally

giving app“. What exactly is Pillow and how is it

have a voice in your bedroom directing you through an

supposed to improve people’s lives?

experience via your phone. Most of us find it difficult to talk

Darren J. Smith: Pillow is an iOS app that takes couples

openly about sex (less so the readers of this magazine!)

through follow-along intimacy nurturing experiences. You

Pillow makes it easier because it’s a conversation starter,

pick an episode, choose a voice, press play and are au-

and it’s emotionally easier to say yes or no to something

dio-guided through these playful adventures. It’s great for

suggested by random voice in an app than it is your

inspiring creativity and improving intimate communication,

partner. We’re providing a platform to educate a new

but is ultimately designed for you and your partner to feel

generation in the different ways of experiencing intimacy,
connection and sex. Unfortunately, porn is the only way
the majority of our society learn how to have sex, and the
popular free porn sites don’t promote gender equality.
What can you tell us about the company and the team
behind the app?
Darren: So my background is in children’s gaming and
education tech startups. I want to bring that playfulness
we had as kids (but neglect as adults) into the heart of
one of the most important parts of our lives — intimacy
and relationships.
My cofounder Laura Stucki has a business background,
and we’ve partnered with one of the youngest
Psychosexual Therapists here in the UK.
We’ve taken on a small round of investment so far, and

D a rren Smit h,
i n vent or a nd devel oper of Pil l o w .io

will likely be raising again later this year.
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J .

S M I T H

commands of a beautiful
.................
It’s great for inspiring creativity
and improving intimate
communication, but is
ultimately designed for
you and your partner to
feel closer.“
................................

“

How did you come up with the idea
for Pillow?
Darren: I’ve been exploring the
#SexTech space for 18 months. We
built a few prototype products and
listened to the feedback. We realised

Co -f o un de r Laur a Stucki and se x the r apist
Kate Mo yle ar e also par t o f the P illo w te am

there’s a totally unexplored space - in
making sex advice “real-time” as

the commands of a beautiful honey-

listener slow right down and spend 20

opposed to “read now do later”. Most

voiced stranger.

minutes teasing the whole body.

of us are interested in learning more

We’re less focused on kink right now,

In this episode just one partner follows

about sex whether it’s to impress a

and are crafting more accessible

along to the audio direction and thus

partner or to seek pleasure, but it’s

episodes focussed on closeness and

the receiving partner can simply relax

takes effort and can be emotionally

intimacy building. Given Apple’s

and enjoy the sensation of touch

uncomfortable. We want to make it

policy towards iPhone apps we need

without needing to reciprocate. “This

as easy as possible to have a new

to start with the “soft stuff” but hope to

episode slowly builds sensuous

exciting and sensual adventure

explore the variety of human sexuality

one-to-one touch into a fully immer-

together, even after a long day at

as we work with a variety of writers in

sive, skin-tingling experience. Delve

work and five years of living under

the future.

into a full-body encounter where the
gentlest caresses unearth deep-sea-

the same roof!
Could you give us an example of

ted pleasures. Together, you’ll explore

Pillow uses audio-guided adventures

such an adventure? What will the

unexpected new erogenous zones

to guide the users. Are we basically

users be doing?

and rediscover the eroticism of deli-

talking about an erotic audio book?

Darren: One of the most popular

berate, lingering skin-on-skin contact.”

Darren: An audiobook takes you on

complaints from women goes like this,

somebody else’s journey, we take you

“He just rushes straight to sex/-

Will there be different categories that

on your own journey. Depending on

penetration - I wish he’d slow down!”.

cater to different tastes?

the episode, Pillow either directs one

Our Irresistibly Tantalising episode is

Darren: Most definitely. Human se-

of you, or both of you. You submit to

deliberately designed to make the

xuality is beautifully varied! For launch
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Pil l ow w ill laun ch in time f o r Vale ntin e ’s Day 2 016 –
onl y in En glish language . f o r the time be ing

we have episodes that focus

rarely get any real alone time with our partners because

on touch, pace, appreciation,

we spend so much time being disrupted and distracted

anticipation, eye gazing, sen-

by our iPhones, iPads, TVs and Laptops. Furthermore, with

sory deprivation and tempe-

so many opportunities in our world of abundance, our

rature play but we still have so

longer working hours and busier jobs that are no longer

much to learn and creatively

confined to the workplace, we just don’t give enough

explore! We plan on crafting episodes that take you

priority to our relationships.

through all sorts of fantasies and adventures, that explore

Most interaction with technology is designed for

the physical body and the emotional self, and which make

single-person use. It was called a ‘personal computer’ (PC)

you and your partner even better, together.

for a reason. However, we believe that technology can
be used by 2 people at the same time, in the same room,

How many of these audio adventures are you going to

to help nurture that intimate space between them. Pillow

release with the app? Are there plans to release additional

is your meditator, your storyteller and your couples intimacy

adventures after the app has launched?

coach available in the safety, privacy and comfort of your

Darren: We launch with 10 episodes, 5 - 25 minutes in

own home.

length. We’ll be releasing at least 2 new episodes a month
post launch, but plan on ramping this up as fast as we

What are the technical requirements for your app?

can. We also want to experiment with different voices…

Darren: You’ll need an iPhone, iPod Touch or iPad running

any requests?

iOS 8.2 or higher, and a 3G/4G or wifi connection.

The problem your app tries to solve is a lack of intimacy in

How expensive is Pillow? Is there a way to try it out

relationships. What would you say are the main

before buying?

causes for this problem and how can technology help

Darren: You can download the app for free and try 3

solving it in general?

of the episodes. To access all the content, you can

Darren: Ironically, our addiction to technology is one of

subscribe to Pillow for €7.99/£5.99 per month, or

the main causes of lack of intimacy in relationships. We

€39.99/£29.99 for the year.
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“Alex D is a name that lives up to
the highest standards of SM lovers.“
VPS re -la un c he s c la s sics
Is it (still) fetish porn? Or is it (already) fetish

VPS manager Andreas Kirchen has secured the exclusive European
distribution rights to the Alex D cult label

ar t? At any rate, the films of Alex D are regarded as classics in the SM and fetish segment.
But although there is considerable demand
for these productions, it was ver y hard –
almost impossible in some cases – to get
one’s hands on these films in recent years.
But that drought period is over now because
VPS has secured the exclusive distribution
rights for the European market, and they are
bringing back the Alex D label, star ting off
with a big one: As Andreas Kirchen, the
managing director of VPS, explains in our inter view, the first title to be launched will be a
never-before-seen production.

ex c l us ive

So is it right that VPS will bring back the Alex D label?
Andreas Kirchen: Yes, the well-known SM label Alex D is
coming back to Europe, distributed by VPS! And the first
title to be launched under this agreement is a very
special blockbuster: 'Dark Venice'!
After that, we are going to present one to two Alex D rereleases every month. Of course, Alex D is a name that
lives up to the highest standards of SM lovers. Our first
title, 'Dark Venice', is an all-new production that hasn’t
been available in Europe before. The following titles on
our list will be re-launches.
Alex D is one of the top labels in the fetish segment.
And VPS doesn’t only bring Alex D back to Germany,

So how could it happen that this label more or less

but to all European countries, right?

disappeared from the market?

Andreas Kirchen: Absolutely. After a long absence, Alex

Andreas Kirchen: Until the end of 2013, we had been

D will be available to the trade and consumers again. I

working with Scala, and the distribution of Alex D was part

know, before, we had only distributed Alex D in Germany,

of that collaboration. After the end of our partnership, they

Austria, and Switzerland. But now, VPS will bring the label

sold the last few DVDs they had on stock, and that was it.

back to all European markets.

After that, the titles kind of disappeared from stores.
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“I think the market
here is different.”
A ng e l B l i z na c h k y o n t he B ulga ria n a dult ma rk e t
W ith roughly seven million people, Bulgaria is one of the smaller countries in the EU. And
while its economic per for mance is still a far cr y from Wester n Europe and its GDP is one of
the lowest within the European Union, the countr y has come a long way since the collapse
of the Soviet Union – that also includes the emergence of an adult market. Angel Blitznachky, the founder of the Flamingo store chain, has been on the forefront of that development since day one. In our inter view, he tells us about his home market and about how
his stores have changed over the course of the years.
e xclusiv e

A

ngel, you are the owner of Flamingo Agency
which owns multiple sex shops in Bulgaria. Could

you give us an overview of your company?
Angel Bliznachky: Flamingo was created 25 years
ago. In the beginning, I started with the first porn
magazine, then I added some more magazines
and two newspapers. I also organised beauty
contests. At that time, a friend of mine
suggested that we import sex toys from Taiwan.
That’s how we started. Together with some other companies, we formed an association and
opened similar shops throughout Bulgaria. The
products we offered were new and quite exotic
to the Bulgarian customers. Soon after that, I decided to leave the association and started doing
business on my own. At first, I ran a shop, a bar,
and a restaurant. Later, I made a TV show featuring
sex culture. The team plays a very important role in
the development of a company, so I invited a group
of motivated young people who worked at Flamingo
for years. Over the course of time, the
number of our shops grew to
16, plus a bar and a restaurant.
Of course, I also

Ang el Bl iz na chky, f o un de r o f
t he F l a mingo se x sho p chain

had

a

lot

of problems.
That sort of
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A N G E L

B L I Z N A C H K Y

shops and printed material were
forbidden in Bulgaria until 1990,
so there was great interest and
circulations were massive. At
that time, I also sold some other products.
You have been in this market
for more than 25 years. Why
did you decide to get into the
erotic trade back then? What
did you do before?
Angel: Until 1990, I was a
researcher and teacher. I
graduated from the Chemical
Engineering College in Sofia
where

I

did

my

master’s

degree in inorganic synthesis
and biotechnology. So I taught
school and university students and

Ange l r uns a to tal
o f f o ur sto r e s i n B ulga r i a

introduced new technologies. The
research team I headed designed
the first Bulgarian plant for the pro-

.................
Bulgarians are quite poor, but they always want to
possess the best in the world.”
................................

1990’s, the Bulgarian economy

“

collapsed and incomes became

processes

and

ged. At the moment, there are a

miserable. I had to think and act

restriction began. The authorities

lot of companies in the market that

fast and start my own business. At

banned

printed

import products from China by

that time, I created the first dating

material. There were lots of restricti-

themselves. The Bulgarian market

system based on forwarding let-

ons for selling films. There was

has always been small and it has

ters. My love for mathematics hel-

racket and corruption. Only a few

been getting even smaller over the

ped me orient myself. The statisti-

companies were willing to do this

years. Those are normal processes.

cal analysis suggested that starting

business. There are only two

I have always believed that each

that business was a good idea.

companies that have always acted

business needs a policy and vision

And sex is a nice thing. There are

professionally in this industry –

for its development, and not just

no limits to sexual fantasies, no

Sexwell and Flamingo. And we

chaotic trading at all cost. Bulgaria

matter the age, sex, etc.

had to take all the negative

is too young in this business and all

consequences brought on be-

processes which have already

How has the market in your

cause of the other players in the

occurred in the developed coun-

home country changed since

market. A series of economic crises

ties are about to happen here too.

you first started?

increased interest in investments

Angel: After the initial boom, which

from other branches into ours. That’s

Every company has its ups and

lasted for a couple of years,

how a lot of new companies emer-

downs. Which times were the

duction of bacterial proteins and
also a waste water treatment facility for an oil refinery. In the early

of
the

regulation
sale
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Ange l an d Ro cco S i fr ed i
at e r o Fame 2 0 1 4

hardest and which ones were the best for you so far?

ria, most people don’t use lubricants. I hope that

Angel: It is quite natural that there was a huge boom

these things will change over time. Also, the price le-

at the beginning. During the period of the big

vels for certain product groups in West Europe and

financial crisis 1996-1998, the market collapsed.

Bulgaria are different, which is predetermined by the

There were rackets and corruption. My family and I

structure of consumption

were put under pressure. We had big problems. But
after the introduction of the currency board in Bul-

How easy or hard is it to open a sex shop in Bulgaria?

garia and the admission of the country as a full

Are there laws or regulations which prevent you from

member of the European Union, things started to

doing what would be best for your business?
Angel: There are certain require-

gradually improve. I have always
believed that if you are consequent
and your policy is consequent,
things must get better. At a certain
point, the economic conditions forced me to gradually close shops.
There are only sex shops left at the
moment. For the time being, the
biggest shop is in the town of

.................
I have always believed
that each business
needs a policy and vision
for its development, and
not just chaotic trading at
all cost.”
................................

“

ments, which is nothing special. But
there are also some really stupid
restrictions. However, we have
reached a tacit consent for the
existence of the shops. So yes,
there are some peculiarities and
the shops must meet certain
requirements.

Burgas, on the Black See coast.
Are there certain products which were selling really
Do you think that the erotic market in Bulgaria is dif-

well in the last year? What are the Bulgarians’ most be-

ferent from the rest of Europe or especially Western

loved erotic products right now?

Europe?

Angel: There are fashion trends everywhere. They are

Angel: Yes, I think the market here is different. In some

dictated by the big worldwide distributors. Bulgarians

countries in West Europe, for instance, they sell films

are quite poor, but they always want to possess the

at prices which are unthinkable for Bulgaria. In Bulga-

best in the world. They are ready to stint themselves
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.................
This business
takes spirit, soul,
and professionalism.”
................................

“

Bathmate, Fleshlight, and UrbanBurner
for their help. The market conditions are
very difficult at the moment – not only
in Bulgaria, but also in West Europe. We
must help each other. I can only thank
my partners. They are unique people

Ins id e o ne o f the Flamingo sto r e s

and pay very special attention to us.
on quite a lot of things to possess the most popular

They do not gain any profit from me, but I can proudly

branded articles. That’s the Bulgarian paradox. In

say that these companies help me.

principle, Flamingo and Sexwell impose the fashion
in Bulgaria and import the interesting articles. Boris of

How important is the online business in Bulgaria in

Sexwell and I are the people who think of this as a

general and for you in particular?

serious business and manage it with a vision for the

Angel: I have been in the online trade for years.

years to come.

Unfortunately, the market is quite peculiar. There are
some companies that run a very big Internet business,

What about the next year? Where do you see the

but they do not have their articles in-store. My ad-

biggest trends for your home market?

vantage is that I have a huge variety of articles avai-

Angel: We create the advertised products – Flamingo

lable in my stores, right here in Bulgaria, so I’m always

and Sexwell. In the next few years, I am going to put

able to deliver orders immediately. It simply takes

the emphasis on bio cosmetics, SPA and wellness,

time to convince the customers. It is not just a Bulga-

massage and scents of the night. Of course, I won’t

rian problem. The customers want to see the article,

forget the latest trends, the Wi-Fi technologies and

to touch it. The combination of online trade and tra-

the diversity in sex. Women - not only in Bulgaria, but

ditional shops is the most successful model of trading.

all over the world - have a lot of wishes and needs.

Some of my customers do not visit my shops anymore

We need to put an emphasis on that, too. The toys

and buy online. This market will further develop in

for men are also among our priorities.

future, but it will take time and sensible policies.

Are manufacturers and wholesalers paying the

If you could start over again, would you take the

Bulgarian market enough attention in your opinion,

same path or would you make different decisions?

or do you see room for improvement?

Angel: I can only say that if I had to choose again, I

Angel: I have been working with ST RUBBER for years. At

would choose this business again. But it is not for

the beginning, I started with Scala but Werner offered

everyone. This business takes spirit, soul, and

me very good terms, he helps me all the time. After the

professionalism. Compared to the big companies in

imposition of the trade embargo by Russia, a lot of

Europe, Flamingo is very small, but my European

companies started showing interest in the small Bulgarian

partners respect me as their equal partner. I am proud

market. I would like to give special mention and thanks

that I have friends and partners among the biggest

to Orion, Tonga, ABS Holdings, Shots, Mister B, Amor,

companies in Europe.
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One of the best-known brands in the adult
industr y is turning for ty: Doc Johnson. In
1976, Ron Braver man bought a company
that sold gag products and r ubber fishing
items, but also produced sex toys. And the
rest is histor y, as they say. In our inter view,
Doc Johnson COO Chad Braver man, the son
o f c o m p a n y- f o u n d e r Ro n , t a l k s a b o u t t h e
company’s histor y and about the position
Doc Johnson holds in today’s market.

“Integrity is
everything.”

The f o un de r o f Doc J oh n s on ,
Ro n Br av e r m a n , a n d h i s s on , Ch a d

4 0 y ea rs o f Do c Jo hn s o n
ex c l us ive

oc Johnson is turning 40 this year. How will you

other types of novelty products, and sex shops were still

celebrate this anniversary?

fairly unregulated. Doc Johnson was the natural

D

Chad Braverman: To celebrate our 40th anniversary,

response to a void in the market.

we’re going to be releasing some exciting new products
that expand upon some of our top selling brands of the

One could say that Doc Johnson helped develop the

past 40 years. We also look forward to celebrating this

erotic industry into what it is today. Are there any

anniversary with our partners, vendors, and customers

achievements the company is especially proud of when

who have played an integral role in getting us here. We

you look back at the past 40 years?

have a few other tricks up our sleeves, but don’t want to

Chad: In 1976, the Doc Johnson factory in North

give them away just yet.

Hollywood was just 1,500 square feet and had nine
employees. Now, 40 years later, Doc Johnson is the

Let's take a look back at 1976. Was there even a market

largest pleasure products manufacturer in America, with

for erotic products back then and how did Doc Johnson

a family of over 500 team members, multiple buildings

get started?

on a campus of more than 250,000 square feet, and a

Chad: Doc Johnson was born in 1976 when our founder,

catalogue of over 2,000 products.

Ron Braverman, purchased a very small company that

We’re especially proud of the extraordinary results we

sold adult toys along with gag novelties and rubber

have achieved while keeping the great majority of our

fishing items. The adult items were selling so well that he

products manufactured in the United States. Today, not

quickly made the decision to focus exclusively on

only do we over 75% of our products in America, but

creating a sex toy company, with all manufacturing to

we also strive to create the most innovative and highest

be kept in America.

quality, body safe products on the market.

At the time, there really wasn’t an erotic market, in the

As far as all-time bestsellers go, our Original Pocket

traditional sense. Sex toys were being lumped in with

Rocket™ and iVibe Rabbit vibrators have both become
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C H A D

B R A V E R M A N

so
c John
The Do

household names. Some more
recent milestones include being
certified cruelty-free by People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals
(PETA), the largest animal rights
organisation in the world, through
PETA’s

Beauty

without

Bunnies

program in 2015, and the great
success of our Ask The Doc radio
show on Playboy Radio. The show
launched in 2014, and we’ve seen
unprecedented growth since then,
with record-breaking viewership, and
a recent Marketing Campaign of
the Year Award from XBiz to honour
the show’s success.
Fashion moves in circles and

To day , Do c Jo h n s on h a s
mo r e than 50 0 em p loyees

popular designs always come back
after some time. Do you see a

#Selfie

similar phenomenon in the erotic
industry? If so, what will come
back next?
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Chad: Staying ahead of market trends has always been a priority at Doc Johnson, but
it’s much more important for us to follow our own instincts rather than try to blindly cater
to all the latest trends. Integrity is everything.

e
76, th
in 19
unded
as fo
rman
e
w
v
n
a
o
r
ns
h
o
J
Ron B
Doc
year

People see Doc Johnson as being synonymous with innovative and top-quality pleasure
products, because that’s where we choose to focus most of our energy.

70’s

Having a great product is often not enough: If the customer doesn't know about it,
he still can't buy it. How has your advertising and marketing changed throughout
the decades?
Chad: In the past few years, we have increased our focus on outreach and
branding. It is the job of our marketing department to determine what drives our
consumers, and how we can make our products more accessible to the public.
The marketing team also spends a considerable amount of time interacting directly with customers through channels like Twitter and Facebook. The fruits of their
teamwork have been recognised with frequent prestigious industry awards and
press for their accomplishments.

The D
oc Jo
hnson
in th
showr
e lat
oom
e Sev
entie
s

The erotic market is moving faster today than it did in the past. How does a rather

70’s

big company like Doc Johnson stay flexible enough to adapt to changes? Which
measures have you taken to make sure you are always ahead of the curve?
Chad: Originality and innovation have always been at the core of our business strategy and our vision. We’ve developed and released some of the
most ground-breaking
Ken Dor fm an (Sa les
Man age r),
Jer ry Coh n (Pr odu
cti on

products on the market
Man age r),

and we have always
shied away from any
concepts that seemed
too similar to another
company’s concept. Sometimes it is a challenge

in g
n ce le br at
Do c Jo hn so
th e 70 s
in
s
Ch ri st ma

to work with concepts

70’s

that don’t necessarily
and Har ry Kr igs man
(Pa cka gin g Sup pli
er)

80’s

come pre-approved with
an established track record for success, but our
innovation has certainly
paid off.

What do you think sex toys will look like in 40 years?
Chad: Society is becoming more and more open-minded and liberal
when it comes to sexual health and wellness. I imagine that sex toys will
become more and more accessible to the mainstream, as far as social
Ron

Bra
ve
one- rman a
n
yea
r ol d his t
h
d so
n Ch en
ad,
198

80’s

norms go. Packaging and design will also move towards the mainstream,
with industry growth facilitating greater diversity and room to target more
specialised demographics.
3
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“I am definitely at home here.”
Mi ra nda D o yle jo in s Jimmyja n e
M i r a n d a D o y l e c o m e s t o J i m m y j a n e w i t h 2 0 y e a r s o f ex p e r i e n c e i n t h e a d u l t i n d u s t r y,
taking over the position of Director of Development. The likeable American explains the
t a s k s c o n n e c t e d t o h e r n e w j o b i n o u r E A N i n t e r v i e w, a n d s h e a l s o t e l l s u s a b o u t t h e
challenges of working in a highly design- oriented company such as Jimmyjane.

ex c l u s ive

.................
Jimmyjane has a culture that is
completely unique and rewarding to
someone product-oriented like myself. “
................................

Miranda Doyle: Absolutely. From day one, I was able to

“

see the amount of talent, perspective and drive from

Jimmyjane products are known for their unique design.

every single person on the Jimmyjane team. It’s incredibly

Does that only make your new job more interesting, or

inspiring. The design team loves their field as much as the

does it also create new challenges, seeing as the bar is

products they create. I am definitely at home here.

set so high?

W

ould you say that Jimmyjane is one of the best
places to work in the adult industry if you’re

passionate about product development?

Miranda: It definitely makes my job more interesting—
How should we envision the duties and challenges of a

and enjoyable. Yes, there are new challenges and the

Director of Development?

bar is set high, but that is exactly what drew me to the

Miranda: It’s a balance between creativity, project

brand. Jimmyjane has a culture that is completely unique

management and analytics. On the

and rewarding to someone product-oriented like myself.

creative side, I get to develop
new product concepts
and collaborate on

Which ideas, concepts, and plans do you want to realise
at Jimmyjane?

like-

Miranda: I have just joined, and though there is already a

minded team. I then

lot to do, the items I am working on are future releases, so

oversee

project

I can’t say too much. I can say that we are planning to

management and

expand their audiences and lines, and we will hopefully

dig into the analytics

continue to surprise these new and existing customers alike.

ideas

with

a

to bring those ideas to
fruition. We constantly

You have already been working in the adult industry for

keep each other informed

some time. Would you mind telling our readers about

of trends in and out of the

your career so far?

industry. Within the Diamond Pro-

Miranda: I’ve been in the industry since I was 20 years

ducts family of companies there is

old. I began my career in retail at Hustler Hollywood. This

a lot of history, relationships and

gave me the opportunity to work with the end consumer

experience to pull from.

and see how diverse arrays of people respond to this

At the end of the day it’s my

product category in different ways. I heard feedback from

job to make beautiful,

thousands of consumers, from the conservative Midwest

functional products that

to the more sexually liberal west coast. This gave me an

have mass appeal that

understanding of the consumer’s needs and the strong

consumers are exci-

foundation I needed to create innovative products and

J im m y ja n e ’ s n e w
D i r e c t o r o f D evel opment : M ira nd a D oyl e

ted to take home.

brands that consumers would identify with.
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“We are mainly influenced
demand and quality.”
P la n e t E a rt h i s o n c o u rs e fo r c o n t in ue d s uc c e s s

In

2015,

Planet

Ear th

added

several

renowned brands to their range, resulting in
a highly successful year for the wholesale
company. And of course, they want to use
this

momentum

to

become

even

more

successful in 2016, as Paul Boote, President
of Planet Ear th, explains in our inter view.
loss of many of our herbal products, but we have seen
a really strong amount of growth for the main EU-legal
brand that we do sell – the Ultimate Range – which
proves there is still a big market for herbal male enhancement products.
Now let’s talk about your product range. Which brands
do you carry at the moment, and which of those brands
are available exclusively from Planet Earth?
Pa u l Boot e, Pre side n t o f P lan e t Ear th

Paul: Almost our entire inventory is made up of exclusive
products. We currently offer more than 30 exclusive

ex c l us ive

brands, some of which are world exclusives and only

Are you happy with the way 2015 went for Planet Earth?

available via Planet Earth. Exclusivity is one of our main

Paul Boote: 2015 has been a great year where Planet

USP’s, as is the fact that we are very selective about

Earth has re-stablished itself as a major player in the adult

which products we add to our catalogue – if it doesn’t

toys market. The signings of exclusive deals (some for the

meet our stringent standards then we won’t sell it. Brands

UK, other for the rest of Europe) brought us the rights for

that we are particularly proud of include our new

brands like Tom of Finland, Svakom and the Master Series.

signings, Tom of Finland and Svakom, but we also have

We have built upon an already solid foundation and look

some really excellent more established products like

to be even stronger this time next year.

the Master Series, Uberlube, Wand Essentials, LoveBotz
and Clean Stream. 2016 will see us add to these ranges

And how do you feel about the year’s developments in

with an exclusive distribution on the King Cock range.

the adult market in general? Were there any big changes?

These include an innovative squirting dildo, which

Paul: Due to the changes in herbal legislation within

ejaculates semen-coloured lubricant. The range offers

the EU, which formed much of our previous inventory,

some really exciting realistic penis-shaped dildos that

finding products that could replace them seemed like

will be incredibly popular with gay men in particular.

a difficult task at the end of 2014. A year on, and with
the major brands we have secured, we have been

Your product range is very diverse, but at the same time

very pleased with how things have gone. The popularity

also very specific. How do you go about picking new

of the brands we sell has more than made up for the

brands and products?
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P A U L

B O O T E

To m o f Fin land pr o ducts ar e d i s t r i but ed
e xclusiv e ly by P lane t Ea r t h i n Gr ea t B r i t a i n

by two factors –
Paul: We are mainly influenced by

you exclusive distribution for the

two factors – demand and quality.

European market?

We have great relationships with our

Paul: We have built a reputation for

retailers so we know the kinds of

being able to enhance brand

products customers are requesting

exposure as well as having an exten-

in the areas we serve – primarily

sive established distribution network,

Europe and the UK. When we see an

which makes working with Planet Earth

increase in demand in one particular

Wholesale a compelling choice for

area we will look to source products

any manufacturer looking to make

that serve the demands, but we

market penetration within Europe.

with us is that we are happy to work

won’t take just anything – so we then

Thanks to the relationships we have

with customers of any size. We work

make

are

built with our suppliers in our 20 years

with some of the biggest retailers in

thoroughly tested and are up to our

of business, we have always been

the world, but we also work with new

levels of quality. Our buyers are con-

able to secure great deals on the

startup shops and dropship customers

stantly travelling around the globe to

products we really want – and we

who want to work from home to

find these products, which means

have always made them a success.

generate extra income. No matter

sure

the

products

what the size of our customer,

we are always in other countries
trying to pick up on trends before

How would you position Planet Earth

everyone gets the same level of

they hit our regions as well as looking

in the market? Why should retailers

service and we do our utmost to

for manufacturers who can deliver

buy their products from you?

ensure we cater to everyone’s needs.

the high quality products Planet Earth

Paul: We have a long established his-

Wholesale is famous for supplying.

tory of being able to pick winners and

The distribution business has changed

tap into consumer trends, which ma-

greatly throughout the past years

Is it hard to get a producer to

kes buying products from us less risky.

because the traditional supply chain

agree to an agreement that grants

To support this, we have also been

of producer-wholesaler-retailer is

keen to educate our staff in selling

coming apart. Has working in this

products the Planet Earth Wholesale

business become more difficult? Is

way – which relies on giving our cus-

the best way to specialise in certain,

tomers a great customer experience

carefully selected products?

and sharing knowledge, rather than

Paul: For us, there has been no

being focussed on the hard sell; this

change, we are a dedicated

ensures that our customers don’t end

wholesaler. We do manufacture

up with products they don’t want that

some products exclusively under the

they can’t sell to their customers. This

Planet Earth Wholesale name, but the

approach makes us vastly different to

majority of our products are now and

our competition. We genuinely do

always have been successful brands

care about the success of our custo-

sourced from across the globe largely

mers – and we know that this honest,

unknown to Europe before we have

genuine approach means that they

taken them on. Our business has

will be happy to keep coming back.

always been slightly more male

Another important aspect of working

orientated, but with the shift from

P i pedrea m‘s K ing C oc k l ine wil l so o n be
a d d ed t o t he Pl a net Ea rt h r an ge
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“

that stock levels are always high and customers are

herbal brands to adult products that gap is decreasing.

exclusive terms. We already have the King Cock range

We do have several ranges of products specifically aimed

and that will expand throughout the year – as will our

at women, just like we have some aimed exclusively at

current range of products. We are looking at increasing

men, but the majority of our ranges are unisex. This diversity

our SKU’s and maintaining our position as being an

helps to insulate us against changes in market trends.

innovator within the adult market. We will continue to work

..............................
Customer service and stability are
two of the main reasons people keep
coming back to us.”
......................................................

kept well up to date with new products and stock levels
in our regular email newsletter.
What are your plans for the next years?
Paul: Our plans involve securing more major brands on

with international brands, securing exclusivity on their top products, and

Many distributors and wholesalers are looking to bolster

commit money to enhancing

their turnover with private brands. What is

these brands within Europe as well

your strategy as far as white
labels are concerned?

as promoting these products

Paul: White labelling is a

into the mainstream press so

service we have offered

that all our customers can

ever since the start of Pla-

benefit. In addition to all

net Earth Wholesale. We do

these things, we intend to

own the rights to a number

grow Planet Earth Whole-

of successful product designs

sale as a business inter-

and brands of lubricant and

nally. We want to improve

male enhancement products

our

team,

however this is not something we

enhancing skillsets

actively push. However, if compa-

within the company

nies wish to approach us regarding

as well as make our
distribution channels more

the possibility of white labelling some

efficient – it is all of these things in ad-

of our brands we are always open to

dition to having a great product range that keep

assisting our customers wherever we can.

customers coming back. Our aim is to do everything we
Which other factors are important if you want to be

can do to make doing business with Planet Earth Wholesale

successful as a distributor? Customer service and advice?

a pleasurable experience. One major improvement to

Logistics? POS materials for the retail trade?

our business this year is our online product feed. This is

Paul: Customer service and stability are two of the main

something we have worked on for years and never quite

reasons people keep coming back to us. The adult

hit the mark in terms of what our customers wanted. We

industry can be quite volatile, but Planet Earth Wholesale

have listened to feedback and tried new things and the

has successfully weathered the storm for 20 years now

result of that is a live stock update system which will inte-

and each year we have grown in strength no matter

grate with our partners’ websites and not only keep them

what challenges have faced us. When customers place

informed of stock levels, but will also feed them new pro-

orders, we always have stock; that is one of the key

duct listings, product information and imagery – meaning

things that customers are worried about – getting a

that customers don’t have to invest time manually adding

brand their customers love then not being able to

our inventory, they can sit back and let our feed do all the

maintain the demand. Our customers never have to

work for them so they can focus on the main part of their

worry about that. Our systems are in place to ensure

business – making sales.
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“Some very interesting
acquisitions will probably happen!!”
Je lle Pla n t e n ga a bo ut c ha n ge s a n d c ha lle nges in the market
Many people are curious to see how the
market will develop in 2016 – and the EAN
team are definitely among them. But of
course, we also want to analyse the changes
we’ve seen in 2015. Our inter view with Jelle
Plantenga was an oppor tunity to do both.
The

Ve l v ’ O r

mastermind

answered

our

questions about high-tech toys, brands, the
growing range of male-oriented products,
the traditional supply chain ...
e xclusiv e

J

elle, looking back at 2015, what were the big

innovations of the year?

Jelle Plantenga: Many jumped into the world of appcontrolled products.
Were there certain trends or developments that had a
particularly strong impact on the erotic market in 2015?
Jelle: The development of apps to control products
and apart from that interactive (partner-controlled)
products. And there was a huge increase in products
for men, especially cockrings. Even the name CRing; I
have been calling the like that for years and years; now
it’s the name of a collection by a US-company. They
only added a '–' and a 'z'.
Would you agree that 'long distance relationship'
and 'app-controlled' have been the buzz words
of 2015?
Jelle: Well, even without reading this question I
have already answered it with my answer above.
Meaning yes, those were and will continue to be
a buzz for a while.
Will technology dethrone design as the singlemost important characteristic of a sex toy?
J e l l e P l a nt eng a , c rea t or
o f t he V el v' Or b ra nd
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Jelle: In my eyes, never. A good sex

Too much of the same – this point

company like Inditex will evolve; just

toy still needs to hit the right spots in

of criticism has been voiced quite

because the market is ready for it!

the body and technology alone

often.

cannot do the trick!

many interchangeable products

The number of male-oriented

Are

there

really

too

out there?

products in the market is increasing

You are a big supporter of brands.

Jelle: I have to agree on this.

rapidly. But why did the market

How would you describe the current

Especially

neglect male consumers for such

position of brands in the adult

products that are so goddamned

a long time?

market? Is the industry on the right

similar to others out there that it’s

Jelle: We know why this is, but only

track? Are there still obstacles

nearly just the colour that makes the

a few admit that people are like

brands have to overcome to fully

difference!

sheep. They prefer to step into a

when

it

comes

to

market when more are jumping in

realise their potential?
Jelle: Yes, I am a big supporter of
brands and my brand Velv’Or is one
of them. Currently, the position of
brands is getting tougher by the day
because there are more and more
products that match the products
of our brands. So the selection for

.................
A good sex toy still
needs to hit the right
spots in the body and
technology alone cannot do
the trick!”
................................

“

this market. When there are just a
few players like my brand Velv’Or,
they simply do not dare to step in
and leave this open field to the
pioneers.

But

when

the

herd

understands that this open field is
interesting they follow blindly.

the retailers to choose from is getHow will the adult market continue

ting bigger and more diverse. And
as we all know, only the companies

What can we expect as the

to evolve in 2016? Do you expect

with money can hold their ground

traditional supply chain of produ-

big changes or developments?

and do advertising in magazines

cer-wholesaler-retailers continues to

Jelle:

and promote their brands with

fall apart? Will the market turn into

acquisitions will probably happen!!

force. For the small players, on the

some kind of wild west scenario

We already saw a few in 2015.

other hand, it is still a huge struggle

where everybody produces and

to get their products to distributors,

everybody sells to everybody else?

Many people are talking about the

retailers, and consumers. And most

Jelle: Is it really falling apart? I don’t

market and its products inching clo-

of all, to expand their collections.

believe so. Of course, there are

ser and closer to the mainstream.

more and more private label

Will the industry make big leaps

Women-friendly products have

products out there and companies

towards the middle of the road next

been a big thing for several years,

that pretend they are producing. We

year, or will things slow down in the

and we have also seen more and

have to understand that the market

post-50 Shades market?

more products lately that are

is becoming more mature at the

Jelle: This all depends on the

designed for couples. With so many

moment. It is becoming more

people in the buying and decision-

toys presented as female and

professional and this means that

making positions at the mainstream

couples products, could we reach

companies have to make different

companies. The fact is that these

a point where it feels like overkill?

decisions.

will

people have become more open

Jelle: Well, I don’t see an overkill

become the Unilvers, PPR’s of this

minded and accepted the fact that

coming, just a Judgement Day

market just because the people

their consumers just want to buy

which will separate the effective

running these companies have a

sex-related products at their stores.

from the ineffective products. And

very different mind-set from the

As we know, it’s like politics and the

this will also happen with products

cowboys who all started this industry

sheep analogy from above also

for men.

years ago. And maybe even a

holds true here.

Some

99

players

Some

very

interesting
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“We want to ensure that
messaging on Jimmyjane
A c o n v e rs a t i o n w it h Pa t ric k Lyo n s , t he n e w Vic e Pre s ide n t o f Marketing at J immyj ane
A s t h e n e w V i c e Pr e s i d e n t o f M a r ke t i n g , Pa t r i c k
Lyons is now in charge of the marketing activities for Jimmyjane as well as Sir Richard’s Cond o m C o m p a n y. I n o u r i n t e r v i e w, h e s p e a k s
about his motivation to join Jimmyjane, his
n e w p o s i t i o n , b r a n d s i n t h e a d u l t m a r ke t ,
and about the plans the US manufacturer
has for the future.
e xclusiv e

P

atrick, please tell us about yourself. Since when
have you been working in the erotic industry?

What did you do before?
Patrick Lyons: I have been working in the industry for over 3
years now. My first introduction to the industry was when I
joined the US based distributor, Eldorado Trading Company,
as Director of Marketing. Prior to that, founded a marketing and advertising agency focused on small
businesses and franchises called 9Ball Interactive.
Over the course of my career I have headed up
marketing programs for international brands in
franchising, CPG and the wellness categories. I enjoy finding a brand or company I
can believe in, and using marketing and
brand development tactics to have a real
impact on the business’s growth and
positioning within the marketplace.
Why

did

you

want

to

work

for

Jimmyjane? Which of this brand’s
qualities appealed to you the most?
Patrick: Working at Eldorado gave me
a great perspective and introduction
to the industry, as we worked with a

P a t r i ck Lyons , J immyja ne’ s new
V i c e Pres id ent of M a rk et ing
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L Y O N S

there is omni-channel
across all channels.”
lot of brands in the space. I have

will

from

gelists. I hope to preserve this

always admired Jimmyjane brand

product development and the

brand as the company grows, and

ethos, their presentation, products

website,

and

expands into new line extensions

and

pleasure

distributor support and collateral.

and territories. I also hope to

products seems like they are doing

The goal is to use marketing, and

expand our audience even more

approach

to

include
to

everything
our

retailer

with marketing tactics. Our Live

something different in the space.
The brand is sophisticated, yet

Sexy line opens Jimmyjane up to

very attractive to me.

.................
I have always admired
Jimmyjane brand
ethos, their presentation,
products and approach to
pleasure products seems
like they are doing
something different in the
space.”
................................

You are the new Vice President of

create programs and tools that

Marketing. Would you mind giving

grow our business and support our

How will the balance between

us some insights into the duties

partners. We have a lot of new

b2b

and responsibilities that come with

products coming out this year,

marketing strategy evolves?

this position?

including an entirely new line of

Patrick: Jimmyjane is both a B2B

Patrick: I am working on both

mid-tier products, the Live Sexy line

and B2C brand. We have brand

Jimmyjane, and also contributing

of INTRO Vibrators. It is an exciting

standards and presentations to

to

time to be joining the team.

uphold, as a public facing brand,

approachable and modern yet
not too techy, it’s still sexy. I think
there is broad appeal with this
brand and a lot of opportunity
from a marketing perspective. I
knew that Jimmyjane was working
on expanding their line and
access to the brand, which was

“

an entirely new demographic with
products retailing for $29-$59. We
want to use marketing to reach
these new audiences, and also
preserve the brand DNA as we
add in new line extensions. I also
hope I can pull from some of my
past experiences to offer creative
marketing programs for our retail
and distribution partners.

Sir

Richard’s

Condom

and

b2c

shift

as

your

and we work closely with our

Company, who is now part of the
Jimmyjane pursues very professio-

retail and distribution partners

nal

branding

worldwide. My role is really split

Pipedream Products. As VP of

strategies. What do you want to

between the two as it is a balance.

Marketing at Jimmyjane I will

change or improve on this front?

Building demand and excitement

implement integrated marketing

Patrick:

brand

for the brand with the end

to ensure our messaging and

presentation has always been very

consumer really helps to drive the

presentation is representative of

strong. They have built a strong

business and growth with our B2B

the brand across all channels. This

brand following, and brand evan-

customers. We want to ensure that

Diamond
brands,

Products
which

also

family

of

includes

marketing

and

Jimmyjane’s
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there is omni-channel messaging on Jimmyjane

off the shelves to private label, it requires a bit of

across all channels.

capital. I think that part of the reason there are so
few “brands” in the category is because of the stigma

How important are marketing and branding in the

on the subject in the past. There were hurdles brands

market for sex toys?

faced because of the hesitation on the subject, and

Patrick: It is becoming increasingly important.

that added an additional layer of challenges on top

Jimmyjane was one of the first companies to really

of monetary requirements. Jimmyjane certainly had

create a “brand” in the space where people weren’t

to overcome a lot of these stigmas in their early years,

just picking a product off the shelf, but knew there

after being founded in 2004. Now we are seeing the

was a company behind the product. In the premium

public’s attitude shift, and people are opening up

space, when people are investing more in a product,

to these products in expanding media and

it is good to have brand recognition, which builds

retail environments.

trust with the consumer. They always feel more
You

confident knowing the brand values.
For example, we have a 3-year
warranty on our FORM line of
vibrators. Customers understand
that while it might be a bigger upfront investment, they will have the
products for longer period of time,
and the brand is there to back

.................
I am a believer that
creating a brand is a
necessity in this category,
at least for the premium
sector.”
................................

“

have

been

working

in

marketing at adult companies as
well as mainstream companies. Do
you see big differences between
these markets, and if so, which
differences are there?
Patrick: I have really loved working
in this industry. I find it to be very
inviting, rapidly expanding and

that up.

always interesting. There are definitely differences,
There is a lively discussion in the industry about the

such as the sensitivity to sexuality and how you

necessity and use of brands in the adult market, and

approach marketing it to the consumer. I believe in

whether or not we even have real brands. What is

applying the same marketing tactics to the category,

your stance on this topic?

and treating it like any other product, but perhaps

Patrick: I am on the side that says we do have real

with a little bit of extra love.

brands. While at Eldorado I was able to see the entire
scope of the space. I think that people often confuse

Jimmyjane want to expand in 2016. What can you

a company line of products with a brand. A brand

tell us about your plans for the year?

has certain elements in all of its products, a brand

Patrick: We have a lot coming up this year. We just

usually has a promise or story, and often, the public

released two new items to our FORM line, including

or customers can define a brand. Jimmyjane has

the FORM 1 and FORM 8. We also just launched our

been referred to as the “Apple of Sex Toys” in a few

Sensual Care line of organic and natural Personal

press articles; I think this speaks to the brand value

Moisturizer, Toy Cleaner and Arousal Gel. We are

and perception in the public space. I am a believer

excited about the presentation of these, and the

that creating a brand is a necessity in this category,

items are 510k compliant, which shows our retailers

at least for the premium sector.

we are looking forward to the future and protecting
them. As I mentioned, we just showed our new Live

Creating and establishing a brand requires quite a

Sexy line of INTRO Vibrators, which will be launching

bit of money – is that the main reason why there are

in April. The line was very well received and it is going

so few big brands in the adult market?

to open up Jimmyjane to an entirely new customer

Patrick: In any CPG category where you are

base. We also have a few more tricks up our sleeve

manufacturing your own products and not just picking

for 2016, so stay tuned!
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“Everybody
and a little
A n in t e rvie w w it h He dv ig Bartha, the owner of

There is demand for adult-themed board
games, and to help cater to it, Raspber r y
Games was star ted in 2009 - a Hungarian
company that develops, produces, and
m a r k e t s s p i c y g a m e s . To d a y, t h e i r r a n g e
comprises

several

titles

that

are

also

available in several language versions
such as English and German. EAN had the
oppor tunity to talk to Hedvig Bar tha about
the market for adult board games and
about the appeal of Raspberr y Games’
H ed vig Ba rt ha , owner o f 2 009found ed Ra s pb err y G ame s

t o p - s e l l e r, ' B a t t l e I n t h e B e d ' .

e xclusiv e

Y

ou have been developing and marketing board
games for roughly six years. What was your moti-

vation to take the plunge and start Raspberry Games
back in the day?
Hedvig Bartha: We have seen an unfulfilled demand
for tasteful adult board games in our home market,
Hungary. We started with a party game and the next
board game was our top seller: Battle In The Bed in
Hungarian.
'Schmuse due ll' (cuddling d uel) i s t h e Ger m a n -la n gua ge
v e r sio n o f the to p-se llin g boa r d ga m e ' B a t t le I n Th e B ed '
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B A R T H A

needs a good laugh
bed play regularly.”
R a s pb e rry Ga m e s

.................
There is a real
unfulfilled demand
for entertaining adult
board games.”
................................

“

There are much fewer board

each other better, then we think

games for adults than for children,

the game provides value.

so there is a real unfulfilled
demand for entertaining adult

How are your games different

board games.

from the competition?
Hedvig Bartha: Our games are
when

always tastefully designed, they

What’s the philosophy behind your

developing a new game? Or, put

provide high quality, and due to

company and your products?

differently: What makes a good

relentless

Hedvig Bartha: We think people

board game?

community, they are a true,

should be together more in

Hedvig Bartha: We only develop

memorable experience.

person, not just meeting virtually.

games which we also want to play

They

with

ourselves. If you have a game that

How long does it usually take to

friends, family and each other.

makes you laugh, entertains you,

get from the first idea to the

Everybody needs a good laugh

that you can also learn from or

finished product?

and a little bed play regularly, we

that helps you getting to know

What

should

enjoy

time

are

your

goals

testing

with

our

want to provide this with the help
of our games.
Please tell us about your games.
Is it right that 'Battle In The Bed' is
particularly well-suited for the
adult market?
Hedvig Bartha: Battle In The Bed
is a truly adult game, as it is played
by a man and a woman, and the
aim of the game is to have
satisfying, joyful sex.
Many people think board games
are for children – how do you
respond to that?
Hedvig Bartha: In every adult
hides a child who wants to play.
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Boa rd g a me s such as 'Battle I n The Be d' ar e be co min g mo r e
a nd mo r e po pular , an d n o t j ust in the adult mar ke t

.................
We think people should be together
more in person, not just meeting
virtually. They should enjoy time with
friends, family and each other.”
................................

“

Which channels of distribution do you use to get your
board games out there?
Hedvig Bartha: Adult market distributors, bookstores,
toy stores, hypermarkets.
Do you offer your games in different language

Hedvig Bartha: It usually takes six to nine months to launch

versions? If so, how do you make sure the translation

a new product, starting with a unique idea.

conveys both, meaning and innuendo, and doesn’t
ruin the fun of the game?

How hard is it to find the right balance between playful

Hedvig Bartha: Yes, we offer our games in English

fun and erotic tension when creating a game such as

and German usually. We speak these languages and

'Battle In The Bedˈ?

our testing community is made up of native speakers,

Hedvig Bartha: No risk, no fun. We put fun first and let the

so their extensive feedback helps us develop funny,

games be tested so many times that we can see if the

entertaining games in every language.

nature of the game is entertaining enough.
Are you looking for more distributors and/or retailers
Erotic board games had been confined to the shadows

from the adult market to work with?

for a long time, but luckily, that has started to change a

Hedvig Bartha: Yes, we are looking for more distribu-

few years ago. Is there increased interest in adult-themed

tors and retailers from the adult market to work with.

board games, and can you benefit from this demand?
Hedvig Bartha: We see increased interest, which is truly

What are your plans for this year? Are there new

showing in our sales numbers, also in the classic board

games waiting to hit the shelves in 2016?

game market.

Hedvig Bartha: We just launched two new games at
the end of 2015. So this year, we will be concentrating

Who buys your games? How would you describe your

on our existing games and only develop new

target audience?

language versions. We would like to widen our

Hedvig Bartha: Adults, teens, who love to play and have

distribution and retailer network rather than develop

fun together.

a new game in 2016.
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“There is potential.”
T h o m a s S c h m i dt i s Pi pe dre a m’s n e w In t e rn a t io n a l S a le s Ex e c ut ive fo r Asia
T h o m a s S c h m i d t h a s j o i n e d t h e Pi p e d r e a m t e a m t o s u p p o r t t h e U S c o m p a n y ’ s ex p a n s i o n
effor ts in the Asian market. Having already worked there, Thomas has extensive
knowledge of this region, and he knows the peculiarities and idiosyncrasies of this
equally gigantic and diverse marketplace. EAN inter viewed him about his new job and
the potential of the Asian market.

ex c l u s ive

W

ould you mind telling us how you got to work
for Pipedream and what it was like joining this

company?
Thomas Schmidt: I spent over
three years working in the international third party certifi-

.................
Pipedream Products biggest assets in
the expansion initiative are its lean
management and willingness to act.”
................................

“

cation and consulting industry,

based

out

of

Pipedream Products was the client I enjoyed working with

Shanghai. Responsible for

the most.

global business develop-

The whole team had been extremely professional and

ment, I helped clients

very welcoming of me all throughout our history. When

bring their products of

Nick asked me about my interest in coming on board, it

any type and production

was not a difficult decision.

systems into compliance
with national and international regulations for safety
and quality.

How did you become aware that they were looking for
an International Sales Executive for Asia?
Thomas: After working closely with them over the years, I
had always wondered about their presence in Asia.
When I got the call from Nick, the team's vision regarding
this became quite clear.
What exactly are your duties in this position? How much
diversity is there in your field of activity?
Thomas: I am responsible for all sales activity in and around
Asia; my job is to use my knowledge of the market, cultural
familiarity, and command of Asian language to foster
company growth in the region.

Thoma s Sc hmid t is P ipe dr e am‘ s
g o- t o g uy for the Asian mar ke t
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What attracted you to this job and

and this indeed played a significant

this new challenge?

role in my decision making process.

Thomas: The most attractive aspect

S C H M I D T

.................
Something I've always
noticed about this
industry is that people
are extremely relaxed,
friendly, and open.”
................................

“

of this job, it that I have an amazing

You’ve only been working for Pipe-

opportunity to employ my love of

dream for a short time, but what im-

business strategy and implemen-

pression do you have of the adult in-

tation. Tackling this cross-culturally

dustry so far?

all around Asia is a sizeable

Thomas: Something I've always noti-

challenge that represents a chance

ced about this industry is that people

to grow, learn, anvd do my best for

are extremely relaxed, friendly, and

its lean management and willingness

the company.

open. The team at Pipedream Pro-

to act. This will facilitate clear com-

ducts seems so be able to marry this

munication, efficient operation, and

What are your expectations and what

with a high degree of professionalism,

allow us to do what needs to be

are your goals going into this job?

which I believe is key to making our

done, and most importantly, when it

Thomas: I expect that the business

work together effective and enjoy-

needs to happen.

development effort as a whole in Asia,

able.
What is the biggest difference bet-

is one that will see success borne of
a discerning and measured approach. My goal is simply to devote
myself wholeheartedly to the responsibilities on my plate and make something good from it.
Pipedream is a big, international
brand. Did that fact contribute to your
decision to work for them?
Thomas: The fact that Pipedream Products is a company with a true international name and vision, means that

.................
Responsible for
global business
development, I helped
clients bring their
products of any type and
production systems into
compliance with national
and international
regulations for safety
and quality.
................................

“

ween the Asian market and the adult
market in the US or in Europe?
Thomas: The Asia idea of sex itself is
radically different, and these views
even vary country to country, their
way of doing business is different, consumer-buying habits are different. So
maybe the answer is just “everything”.
The Asian market is very heterogeneous, with great differences between individual countries, but generally speaking, how big and how well
developed is the market for adult pro-

I can do what I love to do, and where
I love to do it, working for a brand that

How much potential does the Asian

ducts in this region? With the excep-

values this love itself.

market hold for Pipedream in your

tion of a place like Japan, currently

I wanted to ensure that I would be

opinion?

the adult market in Asia is largely un-

happy with my next career move,

Thomas: China alone holds the lar-

developed.

gest consumer market in the world;

It is not infantile by any means, having

add this to places like, Japan, Korea,

existed for a significant amount of

Taiwan, etc. There is potential.

time, however due to various cultural

.................
With the exception of
a place like Japan,
currently the adult
market in Asia is largely
undeveloped.”
................................

“

and governmental barriers, we have
Which of Pipedream’s qualities will

not seen it flourish. Until now, people

help the company expand in the

have been focusing on growing every

Asian market?

other business in the region.

Thomas: Pipedream Products biggest

We want to drive the change and

assets in the expansion initiative are

growth of this market.
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“Self-love, self-awareness,
V a n e s s a Cuc c ia p re s e n t s t he c rys t a l dildo s o f t he Chakrub s b rand

According to traditional South-Asian teachings, there are seven chakras that can be
found in different places in our bodies, from the forehead to the groin area. Each of
these energy nodes supposedly has individual characteristics that affect wellness and
h e a l t h . I n 2 0 1 2 , Va n e s s a C u c c i a l a u n c h e d C h a k r u b s , a p r o d u c t l i n e t h a t i s h e a v i l y
inspired by these traditional teachings. She sells dildos that are made from cer tain
cr ystals that don’t just cater to the physical needs of the users, but also have a spiritual
c o m p o n e n t . I n o u r E A N i n t e r v i e w, s h e t o l d u s o r e a b o u t t h e p h i l o s o p h y t h a t i s t h e
foundation of her company and her products.
ex c l us ive

our company Chakrubs sells dildos made of crystals.

Y

Vanessa: What is most important for me as the founder

Why did you choose this material for your toys?

and creator of Chakrubs is to bring to the forefront of the

Vanessa Cuccia: At the time I thought up Chakrubs, I was

sex toy industry the philosophy that exploring one’s own

in California pursuing a career in music and acting (which
I still do). I had been hosting a young spiritualist in my LA
apartment, who taught me a great deal about the metaphysical uses of crystals and the chakra system. I was also
working part-time at The Pleasure Chest, a sex-toy shop in
West Hollywood. The idea to use crystals as a material for a
dildo came about suddenly in an “ah-ha” moment while
tagging along with the young spiritualist to a meeting of
the minds with a woman who had a large collection of
crystals. The idea popped up because of a culmination
of experiences and desires I had experienced since a
young age. For many years I struggled with feeling pleasure
with another person. No sex toy on the market appealed
to me, and yet I had a desire to explore my sexuality and
remove shame I had felt for years. Crystals were a natural
and therapeutic option. Once I came up with the name
and started telling people my concept, it was clear that
this was something that was needed in the lives of many
people, and the sex toy industry as a whole. The philosophy
behind it being just as important as the product itself - selflove, self-awareness, and self-acceptance.
Is Chakrubs the first love toy producer for esoteric and
spiritual-minded people?

Vane ssa Cuccia, f o un de r o f Ch a kr ubs
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V A N E S S A

C U C C I A

and self-acceptance.”
many print and web-publications,
and

getic bodies. Each Chakra or energy

have

centre is associated with a different

all been from

purpose in our well-being. Chakrubs

people who

are intended to deepen a person’s

these

sexuality

awareness of not only their physical

can be a

bodies, but emotional and energetic

pathway

as well. It is with this awareness that

to greater

one becomes more aware of subtle

self-love

sensual vibrations which leads to a
deep and fulfilling experience.

and awareness.
I could not find any

Crystal is a rat-

products on the market

her unusual mate-

that had this much of a pas-

rial for sex toys. Aren't

sion for spreading this mission

they too heavy and

when I first came up with the

hard? Do the pro-

idea in 2011.
Could you give
us an overview

of

“Cha kr ubs a r e a ll d er i ved fr om wh a t
I li ke t o c a ll ' t h e m ot h er s t on e' .”

your

have found us. I
am proud to say
company?

we’ve never paid for any advertising,

When did you

and gained popularity simply by

start your business?
Vanessa: The idea for

being ourselves! Looking forward I

ducts need

have many ideas for expansion.

special care
when handled

Chakrubs came to me in
2011. It was in 2012 when I made

The word “Chakra“ is already there,

by the user?

it an official business, started finding

in the name of your company. Could

Vanessa:

resources and created a website.

you explain, what a chakra is and

have a beautiful weight to

Since then it has had an extremely

how it relates to your products?

them and are also hard which

beautiful and organic growing pro-

Vanessa: Chakra is a sanskrit term that

I and my customers find to be luxu-

cess. We have been written up in

relates to specific points in our ener-

rious and pleasurable. The kind of
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A ja d e C ha k ru b dil d o - ea c h s t one
h a s s pec ia l c ha ra c t eris t ic s

“the mother stone”. They
are carved from a large
chunk of crystals sourced from
around the world, never being in
possession of anyone before they reach
our customers.
care Chakrubs requires is

Which limitations are there when working with crystals?

simple yet fits in with the experience

Would a vibrating version of such a products be possible?

of treating a session as a sacred ritual. Chakrubs

Vanessa: I see no limitations, only possibilities. And yes,

work like any other dildo in terms of handling them, but

that is possible. We are working on it.

when it comes to preparing them one may wish to do an
energetic cleansing bath with salt water or sage.

How would you describe your typical customer? Do you
have a certain audience in mind when you create

It is said, that different stones have different effects on

your products?

people. Which stones do you offer and what effects do

Vanessa: My customers are brave, sensual, and gracious.

they have?

My customers understand the gift that

Vanessa: We offer a large array of sto-

.................
Chakrubs are intended
to deepen a person’s
The Chakrub Heart, Rose Quartz dissolves the sorrows, worries, fears and awareness of not only
resentments suppressing the heart's their physical bodies, but
emotional and energetic
ability to give and receive love.
The Chakrub Prism, Clear Quartz - a as well.”
stone of clarity which dispels negativity ................................

life is and wish to show gratitude for ha-

and clears away negative energy.

I am thinking of all of my customers -

nes. Here are some favourites:

“

ving been given that gift by living a fulfilled life. My customers are warriors, are
priestesses,

are

pioneers

and

philosophers. When I create my
products I think of myself - I think about
what speaks to my heart and what I
need and this is whatI create. In this way

The Chakrub Black Onyx - said to help alleviate fears and

because I understand we are all connected - and if there

worries and to help you to feel comfortable within yourself

is something that I desire, others desire it as well.

and in your surroundings.
The Chakrub Amethyst - a meditative and calming stone

Where can your products be bought in Europe?

which works in the emotional, spiritual, and physical planes

Vanessa: Chakrubs are available online and we ship

to provide calm, balance, patience, and peace.

internationally from New York.

The Chakrub Gaia Stone, Red Jasper - known to give deep
insight into personal difficulties and gives you a strong

Are you working together with distributors or are you looking

sense of stability. This stone is a powerful aid to the process

for wholesalers to pick up your products?

of raising the kundalini.

Vanessa: I am currently in talks with a couple of distributors
and in the meantime welcoming well-fitting wholesalers

How do I find out which crystal is right for me?

who may like to carry our products.

Vanessa: The best way to choose a Chakrub or other
crystal is to trust your intuition. Which one do you feel drawn

Are you planning on releasing other products under the

to? Which one do you desire? Your inner guide will not

Chakrubs label anytime soon?

steer you wrong.

Vanessa: Yes! I am very excited about a new line I am
designing that will be ready for pre-sale in spring 2016. It is

What can you tell us about the origins of your materials?

a secret right now, but please do keep in touch on our

Vanessa: Chakrubs are all derived from what I like to call

Twitter and Instagramaccounts: @chakrubs.
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“W hen we talk about sexuality, we talk
about quality of alife and sexual well-being.”
E A N t a l k s wi t h Eva ldo S hiro ma , o rga n is e r o f Ero t ik a Fa ir in Sao Paulo, Brazil
Erotika Fair has been an impor tant par t of not only the Brazilian adult market, but the
South- American adult market as a whole. EAN wanted to lear n more about the concept of
this event that is traditionally hosted in Brazil’s biggest city, Sao Paulo – roughly twelve
million inhabitants. Therefore, we tur ned to the organiser of Erotika Fair, Evaldo Shiroma,
who knows the Brazilian adult market like the back of his hand.

ex c l us ive

lease, tell us a few things about yourself. How has your

P

Professionally, when I decided to open my own company

career developed up until this point?

to organise events and I saw an opportunity because

Evaldo Shiroma: I graduated in advertising, then I worked

there was no trade fair for the adult market in Brazil.

in agencies, video production, television programmes as
an assistant director, and I also worked on events like

You are the organiser of Erotika Fair, a Latin-American

musical shows, sporting events, and trade fairs.

adult show in Sao Paulo, Brazil. When was this show
launched, and what were the reasons to start Erotika Fair?

When did you first get in contact with the adult market?

Evaldo: In 1997, when my father asked me for financial

Evaldo: Personally, buying a birthday gift in a sex store.

help because my older brother had a serious health
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Ev aldo Shir o ma and
t he te am o f Er o tika Fair

.................
Over the past 10
years, the market
has grown - on average 10 to 15% annually.”
................................

“

Of co ur se , the big br ands ar e
also pr e se nt at the tr ade sho w in Sao P aul o

problem and he went into massive debt to save him. I

What can you tell us about the exhibitors? Are there also

had the fair project and I decided to make the show to

international companies among them?

help my father.

Evaldo: Few international exhibitors, but the big brands
are represented by importers and distributors in the

Did people ever express reservations about Erotika Fair.

market such as Loja do Prazer, Adao & Eva, among

Were you ever met with resistance from the public,

others. Companies from Europe, China,, and the United

politicians, authorities, etc.?

States are always involved in the event, however. This

Evaldo: Even though Brazil is the largest Catholic country

year, our biggest sponsor is the American company My

in the world, I never had resistance to my event. On the

Free Cams. After 22 editions of my show, getting the

contrary, I received many compliments for having the

first international sponsorship is a victory for me.

courage to launch this event. Credit the success to the

Gradually, the scenario is changing.

strict control over everything that happens at the fair. I
work the fair as if receiving guests in my home. Receiving

How many visitors come to your trade shows, and which

20 guests is one thing, imagine that multiplied by a

target audiences does Erotika Fair to appeal to?

thousand. That also means a thousand times the level of

Evaldo: 30,000 customers and approximately 8,000

stress, but in the end everything goes right.

entrepreneurs.

Are there other adult trade shows in South America?

Is there a lot of public interest in topics such as sexuality

Evaldo: I know of an event in Argentina and one in Chile,

among the people of Brazil?

but I never visited.

Evaldo: Yes, a lot of interest, especially among women.
Currently, they account for 70% of demand in this market.

Would you mind describing the concept of Erotika Fair to
our readers? What is the goal of the show, what is its focus?

Brazil is a country that is known for samba, carnival, the

Evaldo: It is a B2B and B2C event. Every day, there are

celebration of fun and life, but it is also a Catholic country.

exclusive schedules for industry members and the press.

How does that go together, and what does it mean for

Consumers come later. I find it important to bring together

the perception of adult products?

the entire production chain to present new products,

Evaldo: The sacred and the profane have always gone

discuss the direction of the market, enable young

together, everything depends on how the information is

professionals, and approach the people who are the

brought to the public. When we talk about sexuality, we

reason for all this, the consumers.

talk about quality of life and sexual well-being. Pornography
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I n Br azil, the r e is a lot of m ed i a i n t er es t
in to pics such as se xual i t y a n d er ot i c a

Ro u g hl y 30,000 c ons umers a nd 8 ,000 tr ade
a nd indus t ry memb ers vis it E r o tika Fair e v e r y ye ar

.................
We are over 200 million people,
and the vast majority never went
into an adult store or used products
from this market.”
................................

“

An e xte n siv e se minar pr o gr a m m e i s
o f f e r e d to the tr ade v i s i t or s a t Er ot i ka F a i r

event, maybe not like this, but I discovered that for both
food and sex, there is no crisis.

is in the eye of the beholder and not in what is seen.
Prejudice is the result of a lack of information.

Who is the main clientele in the Brazilian adult market?
Women? Couples? Young people?

In many countries, the popularity of adult products has

Evaldo: Women 25 to 45 years old and couples are 50%

increased over the course of the past few years, for a

of the public at the fair.

host of different reasons. What is the situation in the
Brazilian adult market?

Which channels of distribution do the consumers prefer

Evaldo: Over the last 10 years, the market has grown –

when shopping for adult products?

on average - 10 to 15% annually. The media in general

Evaldo: E-commerce, but all sex stores have their own

have contributed much to this increase because the

e-commerce, and door to door sales because it is

theme is explored constantly.

discreet. We have more than 50.000 sellers.

Two years ago, Brazil was called a ˈmarket of infinite

Which trends do you see in the Brazilian adult market right

opportunitiesˈ in an EAN interview. Is that still true today?

now? For instance, how popular are high-tech toys or

Evaldo: Yes, being a new country with continental

products for men?

dimensions, our erotic market is still in an early stage

Evaldo: Two aspects to be considered: The Brazilian love

when compared to the consolidated international

technology and the Brazilian man is learning that having

markets. We are over 200 million people and the vast

adult products as an ally is better than having them as a

majority never went into an adult store or used products

rival. For this reason, I believe in strong growth for this market

from this market.

because the other gender is only now discovering and
exploring the products offered by this market.

With a population of over 200 million people, one would
think that there is tremendous purchasing power in Bra-

Are you familiar with the situation in the adult markets of

zil, however, the impression one gets in Europe is that

other South-American countries? Are there big differences

the Brazilian economy is faltering at the moment. How

between the structure of the market in Brazil and the

would you describe the current consumer climate?

markets in places like Argentina, Venezuela, or Uruguay?

Evaldo: What we are living in is a political crisis that

Evaldo: Unfortunately, I do not have accurate information

triggered an economic crisis. I have lived through

about the markets in neighbouring countries, so I prefer

several economic crises throughout the history of the

not to speak about.
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Conversations at the
EP Café
T h i s m o n t h ’ s g u e s t : S a n dra va n Lo o ij, Jimmyja n e ’s Educ a t io n a l Ex ecutiv e for Europe
The EP Café was opened last September when distributor Eropar tner moved to new premises,
and now, Eropar tner invites suppliers, customers, business friends, and other guests to lean
back and relax at their in-house café. This month, Sandra van Looij, the Jimmyjane
E d u c a t i o n a l E xe c u t i v e f o r E u r o p e , v i s i t e d E r o p a r t n e r f o r p r o d u c t t r a i n i n g , a n d o n t h a t
occasion, she also sat down for an inter view conducted by Eropar tner.
e xclusiv e
Sa nd ra v an Lo o ij
a t t h e EP Caf é

E

P:

What

was

your

reason for visiting the

Eropartner Distribution HQ?
Sandra: Elcke (Head of
Purchasing

at

Eropartner

Distribution) and I were talking at
eroFame about how valuable a Jimmyjane product training would be. I wanted to ensure the
entire Eropartner team knew all of the strengths and
special features of the Jimmyjane line and find that
meeting in person is so valuable. I wanted to give
Eropartner the tools to successfully market our products
down to their retailers and consumers.
EP: How did your meeting go?
Sandra: This Training was great, the people at Eropartner
Distribution really like Jimmyjane and were eager to
learn more about the existing products and new items.
I always like these meetings in person; it allows the
audience to ask questions. Our items feature a lot of
technology and innovation and it is great to demonstrate in person so people see the value of our products.
EP: You’re working with JimmyJane, one of the biggest
names in the industry. What’s it like to work there?
Sandra: It is an honour to work with Jimmyjane, they
really take care or their staff and it is one big happy
family. We are really excited for the future and building
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the business with Eropartner in 2016.

and Jimmyjane. We have already

Also, Cosmopolitan recently showed

I think it is going to be a great year

introduced our FORM 1 a Bluetooth

a great interest in your products. Is

for our partnership!

operated device, and will continue

this the direction you’d like to take?

down this path of connecting

Go more into mainstream? Jimmy-

couples and providing pleasure.

Jane is design-centric. Will you

EP: What makes JimmyJane a good

continue along that path or will you

company to work for?
Sandra: I am an ambassador

EP: Can you tell us a bit about

move into sex tech as well?

to one of the most innovative,

the

Sandra: We’ve always considered

well-designed brands in the industry

be available?

ourselves a lifestyle brand. With our

and it feels great. I am really proud

Sandra: Form 1 is the new release

AFTERGLOW Massage Oil Candles

to be a part of this company

and the most compact, yet power-

we go beyond vibrators and create

and team. It is nice to represent

ful wearable panty vibrator on the

a diverse array of products for

a brand where you believe in the

market. It is a wearable Form and

the bedroom. Because of our

products.

shareable experience. Form 1

approachable products and the

products

that

will

soon

comes with a Stay-in-Place Panty

superior consumer experience we

EP: Where do JimmyJane get their

sleeve designed to fit discreetly in

provide, we have been lucky

inspiration from?

any pair of underwear, including

enough to be recognised in

Sandra: We have an amazing in-

lacey lingerie. It is so slim and quiet

magazines, such as Cosmopolitan.

house design team who are

that no one will know you’re wearing

It is nice to be recognised in these

continuously

products

it, except the lucky person holding

mainstream outlets and demon-

based on research and needs in

the remote. We area also releasing

strates that sexuality is universal and

the market. The company was

Jimmyjane’s first rabbit-style vibrator,

has no bounds. We hope to meet

founded in 2003 with the mission of

Form 8, with three powerful motors.

consumers in all channels where

bringing quality, body-safe materials

FORM 8 provides the ultimate in

they are looking for information on

and innovation to the market that

both internal and external pleasure.

sexual wellbeing products. Design

was previously unavailable. We’ve

Simultaneously stimulate your G-spot

has always been a facilitator in this

continued along that mission for

while surrounding your clitoris in

cross over to mainstream. We

over 10 years, hoping to create a

sensation. FORM 8 is the world’s first

always say, it’s what is on the inside

more approachable product and

flexible rabbit, it bends to match the

that counts. We build a product with

a superior experience at the

shape of your body and hit all the

a unique consumer experience in

consumer level.

right spots. Welcome to the future

mind, creating quality from the

creating

of pleasure. Additionally, you will see

inside out. The modern, sleek design

EP: Where do you get the inspiration

Jimmyjane’s first lubricant and

aesthetic comes after.

for your product trainings?

sensual care line. Our line of Sensual

Sandra: The inspiration comes by

Care products feature proprietary

EP: How do you like working in this

itself. Like I said before it’s an honour

formulas of organic, premium,

industry? Was it what you expected

to work with and for a brand like

body-safe ingredients. We’ve kept

it to be? What do you like and what

Jimmyjane that I believe in.

them

do you like less?

pure

and

simple

to

compliment your body and your

Sandra: The environment in this

EP: What will be the new trends for

favourite bedroom accessories

industry is unique, once you’re in this

pleasure products 2016?

(partners included).

industry it draws you in and it is so

Sandra: Like many other industries

rewarding to help people worldwide

high-tech and wireless devices are

EP: What can we expect from

to Live Sexy! Working in this industry

getting more and more important.

JimmyJane in 2016? Are you

is above expectation, every day I

This for sure will be the trend for 2016

transforming into a lifestyle brand?

feel fortunate to meet with many
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h ea d qua r t er s

Sandra: If somebody is telling me a story or a question
from a customer it never feels strange or weird.
people in various countries all over Europe. In general,

EP: Did a question or situation ever made you feel

our industry is very professional but I would like to see

uncomfortable?

people from outside the industry recognise that we are

Sandra: No.

more than just fun. I know a lot of people represent
this standard and it is something I personally aim for

EP: Which JimmyJane product(s) would make the per-

every day.

fect Valentine's day gift(s), and why?
Sandra: Jimmyjane makes an ideal Valentine’s Day gift,

EP: Do you also offer training sessions to consumers and

it is fun, flirtatious and can spark an entirely new conver-

retailers or only to distributors?

sation around how to spend the special day/night

Sandra: I train all.

together. Because of the premium, luxurious nature of
our beautiful design objects, they make a great gift. It is

EP: How does that differ from the training courses you

something that will be a bit more provocative and sexy

give for distributors?

than the typical roses, and offers something both

Sandra: There is a difference. In general, B2B and

partners can enjoy. For this year, I would recommend

retailers do have a base knowledge while consumers

our FORM 1 Wearable Vibrator, something that offers

sometimes have a first time experience with toys.

unlimited experiences for partners. Our HELLO TOUCH
line also makes a great couples item, because it is so

EP: Is there also a difference between the European

interactive for both partners and enhances your natural

countries and the non-EU countries?

touch. Our HELLO TOUCH X which launched last year is

Sandra: I don’t see certain retail trends passing to the

rechargeable, and has 30% more powerful vibrations,

non-EU countries as quickly as they appear in EU

it also has the option to test out electro stimulation.

countries. But also these countries are catching up, and

Surprise your special someone with something totally

I have seen a lot of amazing progress recently.

unexpected this year. Jimmyjane is for everyone who
wants to think outside the box of chocolates this

EP: What is the strangest question you’ve ever had during

Valentine’s Day – and beyond. You can choose any

your product demonstrations/training?

Jimmyjane for Valentine’s Day, it will be perfect!
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“All four labels live up
to the consumers’ high expectations.”
V PS a dd fo ur ga y la be ls t o t he ir ra n ge

Diversity is essential, also and especially
in the DV D market. Heeding this impor tant
r ule, VPS has added more diversity to their
gay section by picking up four new labels:
U l t r a S i z e , C h e e k y, E a s t t i m e P r o d u c t i o n ,
and Hammer Enter tainment. VPS is the
exc l u s i v e s o u r c e f o r t h e s e b r a n d s i n t h e
European market, and as Andreas Kirchen,
the head of VPS, points out in our
inter view, none of the titles hitting
the market under the new distribution agreement have been
available in Europe in any
way, shape, for m before.

VP S manage r Andr e as Kir che n
an n o unce s an o the r ne w labe l f o r Mar ch

ex c l us ive

V

PS will add four new gay labels in February? Which

Are you the exclusive distributors for these labels? And

labels are these?

do you distribute them all over Europe?

Andreas Kirchen: Ultra Size, Cheeky, Easttime Production,

Andreas Kirchen: We were fortunate enough to secure

and Hammer Entertainment.

the exclusive distribution rights for the whole of Europe.
So our customers can rest assured that these products

What makes these labels special?

are only available from us.

Andreas Kirchen: Each label caters to a different
genre, which becomes quite obvious from the covers.

How many titles from these new labels will VPS launch

More importantly, all four labels live up to the

per month?

consumers’ high expectations.

Andreas Kirchen: For the time being, we will release one
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A lain Elmaleh
Q ue s t io n s & A n s w e rs

When markets change, the industr y needs to adapt. Alain Elmaleh, the President of Bodispa
and Nobu, has done so master fully. Once, VHS tapes and DVDs were his bread and butter, but
he saw the signs of the times and decided to focus on the booming
sex toy industr y - an industr y that will soon be controlled only
by the big boys, as Alain predicts in this edition of Monthly
Mayhem.
e xclusiv e

What are your New Year's resolutions?
Alain Elmaleh: Cover more territories with both, Bodispa and Nobu.
What was your childhood ambition?
Alain Elmaleh: To become an electrical engineer or race car driver.
How did you get into the love toy industry?
Alain Elmaleh: A smooth transition from VHS to DVD to third-party
toys to my own toy lines.
If you weren’t in this industry, what would you
be doing now?
Alain Elmaleh: Real estate, my other
interest these days!
What was the biggest step in
your career?
Alain Elmaleh: Selling directly to
my customers, on the road for six
straight years, that allowed me
to get a good grip on the industry and I learned about my customers’ needs. From that point
on, everything was easier.
Where do you see yourself
in 10 years’ time?
Alain Elmaleh: Working part
time, letting my boys take
over, and just creating things
that people will like and buy.
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................
Keep your head on your shoulder, and your
feet on the ground, the rest should be fine!”
...........................

“

How do you envisage the future of

Alain Elmaleh: To have built a nice

With whom would you like to go

the love toy industry?

business, both in consumer goods

to the cinema and what film

Alain Elmaleh: It will continue to

and in real estate, so my kids can

would you watch?

grow, evolve, consolidate, soon

choose whether they want to con-

Alain Elmaleh: I like to go to the

there won’t be any room for

tinue developing that business or

movies with my wife. Any good

amateurs,

just

movie

small

guys,

or

underfinanced guys - it will only be

take

care

of

the

real

with

estate part.

and drama.

good

action

the big boys playing in this field!
What do you particularly like

You have a month’s holiday.

What is your idea of a perfect

about yourself?

Where would you go?

working day?

Alain Elmaleh: I have a lot of

Alain Elmaleh: Asia all over.

Alain Elmaleh: Accomplish many

energy to work hard and accom-

things, be productive, have not-

plish everything that I set myself to

Which three things would you take

hing that side tracks me, stay on

do, I know when to stop and play

with you to a deserted island?

course with my day and my goals

and I know when I have to get se-

Alain Elmaleh: My phone (I know

and make a few bucks - that

rious and work my butt off! I also

there is no reception there!) a lot

always helps, too!

like the fact that I am quite versatile

of matches to light fires for

in many aspects of my life, both

everything I need, and a good

How do you relax after work?

professional and private, as I can

knife

Alain Elmaleh: A nice drink with my

adapt to situations good and

knife, right?).

friends, family, kids, etc. and doing

bad quickly!

(you

always

need

a

If you could swap lives with

one of the hobbies that I like: some
mechanical work, decoration, wor-

Which vice could you never for-

somebody for a day, who would

king in my garden, or just a nice

give?

it be?

workout if I can muster the energy!

Alain Elmaleh: Drug addiction to

Alain Elmaleh: Donald Trump!

the point of losing control of
Who would you consider your role

your life.

Is there anything you would never
do again?

model and why?
Alain Elmaleh: Anyone who is

What song do you sing in the sho-

Alain Elmaleh: Yes, but that

successful while keeping his inte-

wer?

is private!

grity, who stays humble, gives back

Alain Elmaleh: A silly song that I

a piece of his earnings to charity,

invented,

and keeps his feet on the ground.

whole family!

which

annoys

my

Do you have some good advice
you

want

to

share

with

our readers?

I happen to have a couple friends
like that, but you don’t know them,

Who would you never ever like to

Alain Elmaleh: Work hard, play

so let’s keep their name private!

see naked?

hard, keep your head on your

Alain Elmaleh: An 80-year old porn

shoulder,

Which personal success are you

star who had a breast implants size

the

proud of?

38 DDDD!

be fine!!
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